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"It is possible for museums to become places for
acquiring knowledge and experiences of the past to
help children and adults find references, to delve into
complexity, to reflect and wonder about themselves
as part of the human race, to ask the objects they
observe and the images produced by people of the
past: What were you? What did you aspire to be?
What are you now?"

Marián López Fdz. Cao
MAV EducaLab (2014)
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

INTRODUCTION

For more than ten years, the association MAV - Women in the Visual Arts has
led the debate on inequality in the visual arts by looking at the causes and
processes that contribute to increases in the gender gap and specific
inequalities that affect women. MAV’s Observatory has prepared numerous
reports and studies that quantify and spotlight the deficiencies still present in
the art system.
Given the persistence of this inequality, and with the growing interest of museum
institutions to remedy this situation, MAV has created this self-diagnostic tool to
make visible both the difficulties that hinder the implementation of positive
changes and the progress achieved by museums in recent years.
As a result of the research carried out by MAV, the current situation in museums
can be investigated and analysed using this digital analytical tool. By looking at
the internal structure of the museum, its policies, programming, budgeting,
policies regarding the creation of the permanent collection, and communications
with the public, the institution will be able to obtain a detailed and global view of
the situation.
Since its presentation at the MAV Forum 2019, the MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for
Equality has been well received, impacting practices in museums and art
centres. The reception of this project demonstrates the need that exists in
society and the art system for more egalitarian and plural museums. Ensuring
that the practices in these institutions are examples of equity and democratic
behaviour is an urgent task.
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

CONTEXT AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
López Fdz. Cao 1

Historically museums have been considered spaces where, generation after
generation, society safeguards the objects deemed valuable. The value was
based on the aesthetic, historical, or political character. The objects were valued
as icons of national or local identity or because experts had selected them as
elements that should be studied, exhibited, and safeguarded. The museum
addressed a general group of visitors, defined as a public in need of education
about their heritage. It was a one-way communication absent of dialogue. In the
best of cases, the communication served to check whether or not the experts’
message had adequately reached the receiving public.

This presumption excluded many communities that were considered unworthy
of being valid interlocutors. Exclusion could be because they supposedly lacked
the necessary cognitive or physical capacities or were dismissed because of a
paternalistic attitude towards their social background. Membership in nonesteemed communities, being of a subaltern gender (the feminine), or being from
an origin peripheral to the West were all grounds for exclusion. Legitimate
membership became explicit in a middle-class Western male white subject who,
in general, dialogued with and gave credibility only to his equals. On the other
hand, the objects exhibited in the museums seemed to speak for themselves,
like images in a book where the text is absent.
1

Part of this text is based on the work by López Fdz. Cao (2019) “The Museum as a Potential Space. An Approach to
Trauma and Emotional Memory in the Museum”. En VV. AA. Socializing Art Museums: Rethinking the Publics´
Experience. De Gruyter y de López Fdz. Cao (2014)
“Metodologías para el abordaje del arte desde la perspectiva de género”. En VV. AA. Aplicaciones del arte a la
igualdad en ámbitos educativos, sociales y culturales. Instituto de Investigaciones Feministas.
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As Marta Dujovne (1995:15) points out, the visitor who is unfamiliar with these
works is left out. They observe a mute presentation because the objects speak
for themselves, only to those who can incorporate them into a network of
previous knowledge. Works defined by experts do not seem to admit more than
one interpretation. They are attributed with an almost innate, permanent, and
universal value. All of the above is what Laurajane Smith (2011) has called
"Authorized Heritage Discourse":

“A professional and technical discourse that has its roots in the debates on
architectural and archaeological conservation in Western Europe in the 19th
century. The focus is on aesthetically pleasing or ancient material objects,
sites, places and landscapes that current generations must protect so that
they can be passed on to future generations.”

Ten years ago, in Spain, both universities and associations2 began pioneering
work in museums. They were encouraged by the 2007 Equality Law, which
required public administrations, including museums, to rethink ancestral
narratives anchored in ethnocentrism and androcentrism.

Concepts such as "beauty" and "quality" continue to reaffirm and underpin this
conception of the Authorized Heritage Discourse, where other actors, other
interpretations, or other points of view do not fit. A single gaze is legitimized by
disavowing diverse viewpoints.

2

2009 agreement between the Ministry of Culture and the Complutense University of Madrid, through the Institute
for Feminist Research, to analyse androcentrism in the most important Spanish museums, which resulted in an indepth analysis and the first feminist itineraries in Spain. See: https://museosenfemenino.es/ It coincided with the
creation of MAV, which since its inception has produced nearly 20 reports highlighting the absence of women in the
art system. See: https://mav.org.es/category/ documentacion/informes/
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The MAV#19 report on Spanish women artists3, highlights the fact that in the five
years before 2019, only four centres, out of the twenty analysed, had surpassed
40% of solo exhibitions by female artists: Domus Artium 2002 (41%), CA2M
(Centro de Art Dos de Mayo) (42%), Centre d'art La Panera (44%) and CAAC
(Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporaneo) (45%). That is, only four out of twenty
museums complied with the 2007 Equality Law. There is an evident
underrepresentation of women as producers of culture. The gaze from "the
other" (women, disadvantaged groups, other origins, non-hegemonic groups)
continues to be absent from the possible interpretations of culture.
This situation is similar to the view of the Renaissance prince, yielding power
with a single-eyed perspective from the balcony of his palace. This view raises
innumerable problems, and for more than forty years, it has been contested and
questioned. There has been an emergence of a new conception of museology
and of the museum space itself. By reflecting upon the structure and
foundations, the concept of the museum has been expanded and enriched.
This new concept of the museum space has resulted in rethinking the meaning,
extension, and scope of the contained objects. Heritage has opened its
definition, and the museum has opened its doors.

The concepts collected by Nayeli Zepeda make this situation explicit: the
museum as a forum (Duncan, 1971), the critical museum (1980), the participatory
museum (Simon, 2010), the conscious museum (Gopnik, 2007; Janes, 2010), the
distributed museum (Proctor, 2010; Balsamo and Bautista, 2011) or the museum
3.0 (Zepeda, 2018). All of these conceptual proposals, built one from another,
show what a museum can be. They look at the role of objects and contents, and
most importantly they look at the part people share in the museum, whether they
are workers, coordinators, or visitors. In short, what does the museum mean as
a shared space on an objective, symbolic, and projected level? Based on these
concepts, it is essential to reflect on various questions, transversal ideas such
3

Source: https://www.m-arteyculturavisual.com/2019/12/10/artistas-espanolas-en-el-informe-mav-19/
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as the museum as a forum and the conscious museum. It is also necessary to
reflect upon theoretical foundations of the museum, such as, art, perception,
space, and time in the museum.

Museums, Spaces of Education and Political and Social De/Legitimization.

As places of significance and transcendence, museums yield a particular
authority. They are scenarios where what is important in cultural terms occurs,
where the most valuable of each culture crystallizes. They are spaces to
safeguard the essential elements of culture.

By solemnly presenting us with pieces chosen from the past, the museum
irreversibly educates the public even when education is an element absent from
the programming of these institutions. It educates directly and indirectly through
a myriad of decisions and considerations: from presence and absence, from the
valuable and the disposable, from what is central, to what is anecdotal, from
what is necessary and what is contingent, from priority and indisputable goals
to secondary and suppressible ones. The choices and attitudes towards its
visitors mark a vision of the world and indicate a scale of internalized values.
These extend to relationships with oneself, with the world, and with others. This
education of values determines whether people choose and question their gaze
or assume as their own the gaze imposed by the museum discourse. It
influences whether the museum opens up paths of meaning and inquiry or
transmits immovable codes of interpretation. It affects whether the museum
space imposes an authorized discourse or is a forum for interpretation. The
museum discourse indicates whether it is open to the polysemy of the works or
if it is closed, with linear meanings with implications for a fixed and established
identity.

It determines whether or not it graciously allows discourse from a
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gender perspective and dismantles a single class discourse, a single gender,
and a single provenance.

Many museums took on the dichotomous discourses of 19th-century ideology.
Discourses that, coming from the urban bourgeoisie, proposed a model for
society that divided women and men into separate social spaces. Women were
relegated to the domestic sphere with no cultural or scientific value and little
social esteem. Men were assigned the respected public and political sphere
and were responsible for cultural and scientific production. In many cases, this
division was not only assumed as the norm at a given moment (without
contemplating other social classes or other geographies) but was accepted as
"universal." Instead of looking at other possible lessons emanating from the
past, history was made to adapt to this discourse, becoming the official "story."

The gender order is inescapably embedded in the contents in museum galleries
by the inclusion of certain discourses or by the omission of others. Embodied
in images, symbols, and scripts regarding the family, relations between men,
between women, between men and women, and sexuality, work, politics,
science, and social reproduction, etc. It is communicated in a context given
value and legitimacy in our society, “the museum space.”

In addition, it

presented as central to the content of national history and the safeguarding
official memory. The gender order is intended to be recognized and assumed by
the people who visit the museums.

In this sense, in museums, there is a process of updating and reconfiguring
social identities and particularly of gender arising from the various interactions
between the public and the contents exhibited in the museum halls (Maceira
Ochoa, 2008). The history condensed and represented by the museum as an
institution centres on masculine figures, and the values, traits, activities, and
spaces associated with men. Male primacy is also constructed as a universal
trait, as innate human behaviour. The differentiated behaviours of men and
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women, with the resulting differentiated valuation that produces inequality, are
considered essential or natural to human gender. The idea that these are natural
and immutable is reinforced by presenting differences as continuous over time,
fixed and stable, and omitting critique. This is communicated through different
but reiterated mechanisms, images, words, etcetera.

The European Commission's Seventh Framework Programme highlights the
need to develop the visibility of women in European museums. It is more than
possible to think of women and men when we enter the museum. We can ensure
that these spaces cease to be exclusively male, hierarchical, and patriarchal
displays. We can allow objects and images of the past to be seen as examples
of social, economic, cultural, and political relations that include two - or more sexes, different social classes, and diverse origins. It is possible to propose new
museum texts that introduce women as active agents of culture: as creators, as
patrons, as donors, as elements of iconography that present an energetic being
in society, politics, and history. It is possible to think of humanity in terms of men
and women relationally, in terms of community, and not solely as individuals.
And it is possible to think of other interpretations of what we do not know and
to discard interpretations based on epochs that relegated women, other
peoples, and other social classes to the subtexts of dependence, inactivity, and
homogenization.

Museums can become places for acquiring knowledge of past experiences to
help children and adults find references. Places to delve into complexity, to
reflect and wonder about ourselves and others as part of the human race. To
ask the objects they observe and the images produced by people of the past
what they were, what they wanted to be, and what they are now. What can
these objects and images become in a society that overcomes interpretative
prejudices, that questions a past to which they no longer have access and from
which they no longer assume social exclusions?
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Applying Feminist Methodologies in Art and the Museum

Sandra Harding (1997), one of the pioneers in feminist epistemology and
methodology, points out that feminist research programs were organized in
almost parallel lines. These lines of art history went in two directions
simultaneously. On the one hand, there was the emergence of historical research
on forgotten women in the history of art and creation. On the other, other
researchers analysed the social circumstances that led to lower participation of
women in art and creation. At this point, it is worth mentioning the works of
Griselda Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women, Art, and Ideology; the work of Marina
Warner, Monuments & Maidens: The Allegory of the Female Form; the work of
Battersby, Gender and Genius: Towards a Feminist Aesthetics; the compendium
of Whitney Chadwick, Women Art and Society; the work of Linda Nochlin,
Women, Art and Power and Other Essays (and her famous article "Why Have
There Been No Great Women Artists? "); or in Spain by Estrella de Diego in 1987,
La mujer y la pintura del XIX español: cuatrocientas olvidadas y algunas más,
(Women and the Spanish XIX Painting: Four Hundred Forgotten Women and
Then Some); the pioneering 1992 work by Bea Porqueres, Reconstruir una
tradición (Reconstruct a Tradition); the 1999 work by Marián López Fdz. Cao,
Artistic Creation, and Women: Recovering Memory; or Patricia Mayayo's 2003
Historias de mujeres, historias del arte (Stories of Women, Stories of Art), among
many others. These researchers analysed the causes of scarce participation,
showing how many successful women have been forgotten by history.
In the third area of research, we can include works that denounce the abuses of
art theory and critic and visual theory in their homophobic, sexist, racist, classist,
etc., dimension. Works on the biased nature of art history, art criticism, and
cinema have been approached in Spain by authors such as Cristina Peñamarín,
Pilar Aguilar, Asún Bernárdez, in the film studies by Fátima Arranz or Helena
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Cabello and Ana Carceller, as well as in Spanish literary creation, in the analysis
of Laura Freixas, among others.

In a fourth area, that I want to include this self-diagnostic tool, we can find the
contributions towards a non-dominating, democratic, inclusive art history or
history of creation that leans towards mutual respect, an attitude of care, of
social change. It seeks to question critical concepts of the Western tradition
such as objectivity, the subject-object relationship, the supposed subject of
history, the very idea of history itself, and so on. It aims to present other concepts
that form a basis for consensus in a plausible, credible and provisional program
for genuine democracy and the ethno- and androcentric de-centering of
museums.

We can find part of this reflection in current philosophers: Donna Haraway and
Situated Knowledges, Sheyla Behabit and Embodied Thinking, Jan Luc Nancy
and the deconstruction of the "expert gaze," Celia Amorós and her
deconstruction of the generically human, Nancy Fraser and the bivalence of
gender and race in the construction of knowledge, and so on. In their writings,
we can see the need to think inwardly, think of others, and be traversed by them.
Presented in the following text, some of the key feminist concepts that have
accompanied this work.

First Key Concept: The Museum's Unyielding "Modest Witness".

In her text, Modest_ Witness@Second_Millennium (1997), Donna Haraway
describes the subject who, modestly, becomes invisible in the perception and
construction of knowledge but stands as the only voice capable of logos, of
saying and being said, the founding author of modernity.
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“This self-invisibility is the specifically modern, European, masculine, scientific
form of the virtue of mode sty. This is the form of modesty that pays off its
practitioners in the coin of epistemological and social power. This kind of
modesty is one of the founding virtues of what we call modernity. This is the
virtue that guarantees that the modest witness is the legitimate and authorized
ventriloquist for the object world, adding nothing from his mere opinions, from
his biasing embodiment. And so, he is endowed with the remarkable power to
establish the facts. He bears witness; he is objective; he guarantees the clarity
and the purity of objects. His subjectivity is his objectivity. His narratives have a
magical power – they lose all trace of their history as stories, as products of
partisan projects, as contestable representations, or as constructed documents
in their potent capacity to define the facts.”

When reading philosophy, women, like men, apply empathy to the speaker, who
taking for granted for the sake of the universality, and with apparent sensitivity
to the reader, uses the example of every human being, from their contingent and
variable corporeality.
However, in certain paragraphs, we find the traces of the "modest witness" who,
from a place of invisibility, "establishes the facts". Somehow, women must
engage in a continuous and exhausting duel with those authors we trusted to
consider us as equals.

In his On the Concept of History, Walter Benjamin (2011: 306), for example,
reveals his view of the male body as universal, "establishing the facts."

“The kind of happiness that could arouse envy in us exists only in the air we have
breathed, among people we could have talked to, women who could have given
themselves to us.”
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This paragraph alone makes us question the androcentric capacity to understand the
other, beyond the whole of his peers, those with whom he converses. The men who
read this text by Benjamin can probably not imagine the immense sadness that invades
women when we read it.

It is simply devastating to find in the work of Walter Benjamin, a description of
women as beings that "give themselves" to men, a description that denies
women the logos, the ability to converse and exchange knowledge. It is an idea
that runs in contrast to the analyses of history, culture, artwork, and the concept
of aura.

It is the mirror, again and again, of women's contingent status in thought and a
sample of an epistemological error in thinking. A failed phenomenology, where
one does not confront the other, is not conscious, as Merleau-Ponty pointed
out, of being looked at and touched in the same way one touches and looks. It
is probably an unconscious arrogance that makes him think of himself as the
only subject of logos, who believes his subjectivity as objectivity, sweeping aside
relations and emancipatory ideals. The spoils of the winning side, Benjamin my
friend, is not only culture, it is the sovereignty of a gender. This elegant and
discreet "modest witness," born with modern science, is related to why men only
quote, listen to, legitimize and remember arguments of other white men of
European origin.

Through the creation of the rhetoric of the "modest witness, "a style of writing
"unadorned, factual, convincing" was created, where "facts could shine, free
from the frills of any human author" (2004: 5).

Little by little, this scientific modesty was established from the 17th to the 21st
century.
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“Enhancing their agency through their masculine virtue exercised in carefully
regulated "public" spaces, modest men were to be self-invisible, transparent, so that
their reports would not be polluted by the body. Only in that way could they give
credibility to their descriptions of other bodies and minimize critical attention to their
own… All of these highly usable discourses feed into the conventions of masculine
scientific modesty, whose gendering came to be more and more invisible
(transparent) as its masculinity seemed more and more simply the nature of any nondependent, disinterested truth-telling.” (Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium (232)

The "agency," the capacity for agency, the ability for action and thought, is
therefore private and usurped from all others:

The kind of visibility –the body- that women retained glides into being perceived as
"subjective," that is, reporting only on the self, biased, opaque, not objective.
Gentlemen's epistemological agency involved a special kind of transparency.
Coloured, sexed, and labouring persons still have to do a lot of work to become
similarly transparent to count as objective, modest witnesses to the world rather
than to their "bias" or "special interest." To be the object of vision, rather than the
"modest," self-invisible source of vision, is to be evacuated of agency. (ibid.: 233).

Phenomenology, repositioned by feminism and postcolonial thought, allows us
to understand that reason is not the opposite of the body, to realize that not all
reason is abstract and domineering.
Ceasing to understand it as the privilege of a single-gender (or economic or
geographical origin) is necessary to develop the unfinished project of
phenomenology. To assume it, in Husserl's words, as an infinite task and shared
responsibility for humanity. It implies treating reason as embodied, explored in
the lived body, a reflective and self-reflective attitude.
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Second Key Concept: Epistemic Privilege and The Standpoint Theory

The Feminist Standpoint Theory, or Feminist point of view, discussed by authors
such as Nancy Hartsock, Sheyla Benhabit, Evelyn Fox Kéller, or Sandra Harding,
provides fascinating, although sometimes controversial, ideas in our field of
inquiry.
The Feminist Standpoint Theory comes from Marxism, according to which, in
any historical period, the dominant worldview reflects the interests and values
of the dominant group. From this idea, it would follow that women, as a group
excluded from the circuits of power, hold a unique position, an epistemic
privilege. This position provides women with a privileged epistemological
perspective. They have a less distorted worldview than the one imposed by
white middle-class male owners, the usual holders of power.
The Feminist Standpoint Theory rests on two fundamental pillars:
1. All knowledge is situated since it is a practical and social construction.
2. The localization of women (or of other invisible or subaltern collectives)
is more reliable because it provides a privileged perspective from which
they can reveal some kinds of truths (Adán, 2006: 106).

If the objective is to define a less distorted perspective, it is necessary to identify
the set of experiences that are considered particular to women. To avoid falling
into universalisations, new "truer" truths, or essentialisms, we can point out that
women's experience is not universal. It is multidimensional. Or, as Amorós
points out, as opposed to a "substitutive universality", it demands an "interactive
universality" (Amorós, 2005: 334).

Simone de Beauvoir points out, appealing to the critical concept of the situation
(whereby the situation is that social, economic, or political context that can
hinder or intervene in the project of each subject) that what unites women is the
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shared experience of domination inherent to a specific sexed body, an
understanding of subjectivity in relation to the body. A situation, the sexed body,
which our society has turned into the axis of women's domination, making them
follow a specific code of conduct, considering them a topos (López Fdz. Cao,
2013: 271) and limiting them in their ability to exercise of their rights as citizens.

One objective is to analyse the actual situation, including practices undervalued
and forgotten because they belonged to women's sphere as a subjugated
collective. From there, the next step would be to "shift" the central point of
knowledge from the androcentric position to a more inclusive and
multidimensional one. In this case, to move it to where women's practices
become visible and not marginal (not an appendix, an itinerary, a room, or an
exhibition).

The point of view then becomes, when it develops critical awareness of reality,
a powerful instrument of analysis. As Donna Haraway so aptly points out when
addressing the concept of “situated knowledge.”

“A standpoint is not an empiricist appeal to or by “the oppressed” but a
cognitive, psychological, and political tool for more adequate knowledge judged
by the non-essentialist, historical contingent, situated standards of strong
objectivity. Such a standpoint is the always fraught but necessary fruit of the
practices of oppositional and differential consciousness.’ ‘A feminist standpoint
is a practical technology rooted in yearning, not an abstract philosophical
foundation”. Haraway (1997:198)

Epistemic privilege must, in the words of Nancy Hartsock, become a vision
committed to understanding oppression. A vision that adopts this point of view
in order to expose the genuine relationships between human beings for a better,
more egalitarian, and liberating future.
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Third Key Concept: Situated Knowledge and Objectivity as Conversation
and Location

Related to the theory of perspective and women's experience, Donna Haraway
develops an interesting concept: Situated Knowledges. Situated Knowledges
allude to the place from where one speaks. The bodily materiality of a subject is
modelled in a historical-cultural process. Haraway selects three elements: race,
gender and class, and the topos from which to speak.
Situated Knowledges, which comes from situated subjects subjected to
permanent reflexivity, is the strategy that allows us to overcome the
universalism/relativism dichotomy. They are the ones that enable partial
connections or shared conversations in the field of epistemology.

Derived from the concept of situated knowledges comes the notion of
objectivity, transversed by the term vision, which Haraway uses as a metaphor
for the production of knowledge: vision is just another interpretative tool.
Recognizing that all views are a material-historical-technological product is the
beginning of accepting that objectivity is a conversation of different situated
knowledges. Points of view constructed with diverse variables in which
democracy and equality can mitigate the asymmetry that occurs in the
conversation: a new phenomenology of perception renewed by feminist thought.
Objectivity, in the face of radical relativism and univocal excluding and
hegemonic objectivism, must be relational objectivity. It results from the
conversation between equally situated knowledges, for consensual but strong
objectivity, as Harding points out.

This objectivity could be constituted as a method that detects:
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•

The values and interests that are inherent in scientific projects. To detect
these values, projects must include marginalized groups. The hidden
values and curricula that hide values and interests of a class, gender, or
origin can only be discovered by including opinions from the place of
powerlessness.

•

The differences between values and interests broaden or restrict the
understanding of nature and social relations.

•

The agreements previously reached, bearing in mind that these
agreements must be endorsed by different legitimate observers, within a
consensus in the scientific community and in society in general.

For Haraway, the concept of women's experience presents a vital potency. Not
only in her eagerness to discover, situate and locate common experiences, let
them speak of their individuality, and incorporate lived experience in the form of
narration, but also because it calls for the possibility of re-narrating oneself. On
the one hand, it responds to a critical exercise that rejects the univocity of
knowledge, science and art, and the unique optics. On the other hand, because
it allows for other optics, other lenses, and the construction of alternative
narratives, other fictions, as intentional constructions.
Through a different and diverse gaze, the female experience becomes an
apparatus for producing new meanings. New meanings are created relationally.
An experience that is always situated, with spatio-temporal axes, is transited by
diffraction and always in networks. An experience as an intentional construction
that gives shape to the personal experiences of a multiplicity of subjects seeking
points of contact in permanent interrelation.
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Fourth Key Concept: Towards the Paradigm of Recognition Without
Renouncing Redistribution.

The work of Nancy Fraser was a guiding principle for the design of the selfdiagnosis tool because it is based on the concept of social justice, the feminism
of the 99%. Involving all citizens, it combines the fight against cultural injustices
with economic injustices. The museum is a space of work and culture,
production and sharing of responsibilities, and power.

Fraser (2000) points out, first of all, that socio-economic injustice is embedded
in the economic-political structure of society. Aspects such as exploitation,
economic inequality, deprivation belong in this category. The cultural system
does not escape economic inequality. Therefore, through analysis, some of the
indicators of this self-diagnosis are essential to address socio-economic
injustice. Some of the evaluation questions and indicators refer specifically to
the dimension of distributive justice related to both artist professionals and their
remuneration and with respect to gender and the multitude of positions within
the museum and their pay. Therefore, appealing to a feminism of the 99%, the
self-diagnosis tool attempts to address the economic remuneration of artists,
curators, researchers, educators, designers, and managers, and every one of
the people who make up and work within the museum space. The indicators
include an analysis of the distribution of tasks, responsibilities, reconciliation of
work and family, assigned remuneration, outsourcing, and the uberization of
some museum jobs. Secondly, Fraser includes in her work the injustice that has
to do with culture and symbolic justice. This, Fraser (2000: 5) points out:

“It is rooted in social patterns of representation, interpretation, and
communication. Examples include cultural domination (being subjected to
patterns of interpretation and communication that are associated with another
culture and are alien and/or hostile to one’s own); nonrecognition (being
rendered invisible via the authoritative representational, communicative, and
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interpretative practices of one’s culture); and disrespect (being routinely
maligned or disparaged in stereotypic public cultural representations and/or in
everyday life interactions)”. (Fraser, 1995:4).

Included in the concept of representation is the distribution of positions of
responsibility for museum policy decisions and the presence and representation
of women curators, artists, researchers, educators, or managers in the different
corresponding areas. Economic equality is intertwined. As Fraser points out,
"economic inequality and cultural disrespect are now intertwined and mutually
supportive" (2000: 2). One feeds back into the other: "economic disadvantage
prevents equal participation in the creation of culture, in public spheres and
everyday life. This often leads to a vicious circle of cultural and economic
subordination" (2000: 6). We have devoted several evaluation questions and
indicators to this theme in the design of the self-diagnosis tool.

The paradigm of recognition, made explicit by Nancy Fraser (1996), implies an
element of analysis beyond the relations of production. As the author points out,
through under-recognition, a group can be considered worthy of less esteem,
honour, prestige than other groups in society and, therefore, receive less
recognition:

“The root of the injustice, as well as its core, will be socioeconomic maldistribution,
while any attendant cultural injustices will derive ultimately from that economic root.
At bottom, therefore, the remedy required to redress the injustice will be politicaleconomic redistribution, as opposed to cultural recognition”. (Fraser, 1995:8).

Thus, in artistic terms, the lack of esteem for women artists causes the erosion
of the artist's status while she is alive, and especially after her death. This erosion
of status occurs in the economic value and recognition of her works and
acknowledgment in texts, exhibitions, retrospectives, and dictionaries, causing
the figure of the woman artist to fade away until she disappears.
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Women's influences are systematically eliminated in men's lives, while men
reinforce their logos and autoritas over the few women who appear, emphasizing
women's relationship with and dependence on them. As Fraser points out:
“In my conception, gender is a two-sided category. It encompasses both aneconomic dimension and a cultural dimension…. On the other hand, gender also
structures the division within paid labour between higher-paid, male dominated,
manufacturing and professional occupations and lower-paid, female dominated
"pink collar" and domestic service occupations. The result is an economic structure
that generates gender-specific forms of distributive injustice. A major feature of
gender injustice is androcentrism: the authoritative construction of norms that
privilege traits associated with masculinity and the pervasive devaluation and
disparagement of things coded as "feminine," paradigmatically -- but not only –
women”. (N.Fraser 1998:7)

The Museum as a Place of Recognition

Sharing protagonism is directly related to the idea of recognition. Equality
implies participation and co-decision-making. It means the decentering of
traditional paradigms. Finding legitimacy in the museum space for changing
identities, communities, and diverse people is based on collaboration and not,
as pointed out earlier, as an appendix, an itinerary, or an exhibition. Otherwise:
people must be valued in a space where hegemonic knowledge has to be rebuilt
from its pillars for the sake of a common participatory construction. People from
economically advantaged or disadvantaged classes, as Roma people, as men
and women, with or without binary sex, as boys or girls, as adults or elderly, as
sick, alone, free or deprived of freedom, with physical or cognitive diversity.
Wherever these identities exist, their presence must be reflected in a democratic
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space, where the individual can construct their ever-changing identity by
rejecting or reinforcing, adding or modifying elements to the complexity of our
subjective construction.
Daniel Innerarity (2010) points out how recognition "is felt mainly in its absence,
under the modalities of humiliation, discrimination, exclusion, contempt,
invisibility, and imposition." It is exercised on everything that deviates from the
single vision of what has come to be called the subject (Western, white, middleclass male).
Therefore, recognition goes beyond tolerance. Tolerance can be another form of
power where "the normal citizen", the one who understands himself as "nonnationalist" and "without identity, gender or colour", lives in a hierarchy in which
some people are more citizens than others. Where impartiality is nothing more
than the partiality of the hegemonic group (ibid.). Recognition presupposes
equality between individuals and also equality between groups, cultures and
territories, given that certain individuals are penalized for belonging to a group.
Innerarity (ibid.) stresses the importance of opening up this cultural coprotagonism, not as tolerance of the "neutral and universal" towards "the other"
(thus presupposing a fallacious universalism) but by recognizing all tradition as
particularist:

"There is no worse particularist than one who is incapable of recognizing their own
particularity: men without gender, States that enjoy the monopoly of good intentions,
religions that administer the natural law [...]. Universalism is an ideal held by all, not
the property of a few". Daniel Innerarity (2009:8)

Jacques Derrida pointed out that the language of the empire is spoken in
masculine and without an accent. On the one hand, it presupposes a singular
"neutral" language in contrast to diverse accents and origins. And, on the other
hand, the absence of a body that is thought to be universal and neutral because
it is masculine, relegating the corporeal and anecdotal to the feminine.
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Therefore, the work of recognition implies a profound symbolic and cultural
change. It means a "dynamic re-evaluation of the denigrated identities and
cultural products of the maligned groups" (Fraser, 1995: 7). Recognition means
valuing diversity in the museum and the need for "a total transformation of social
models of representation, interpretation, and communication in a way that could
change everyone's sense of self" (ibid.). We have included in the MAV Selfdiagnosis Tool evaluation questions that address these issues:
In the museum, to what extent is this "modest witness" tolerated or
included? Does the presence of "modest witness" implicate the need to
transform the museum's discourse? To what extent does this "modest
witness" burst forth and dominate the diverse voices that makeup
culture? Does the museum listen to, evaluate, or reflect upon differing
perspectives?
Is the epistemic privilege of subaltern discourse raised to the same level
of culture with capital letters? Is knowledge, knowledges, recognized as
situated knowledges?

All of the above implies an effort that is cognitive and affective and based on
radical decentering. Recognition must be a central element in museum policy,
both in the design of narratives and in curatorial, research, educational and
social policies.
A few years ago, we began to talk about the importance of affect in museums.
Still, a museum cannot work with affect if it silences, discriminates, eludes, and,
above all, does not understand and value each one of its potential visitors.
The museum must recognize and give voice to the public. Existing inequality is
only legitimized by ignoring the public´s presence and diverse perspectives. The
avoidance of other gazes reinforces the hegemony of some groups over others.
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Interactive Universalism versus Substitutive Universalism

There are new perspectives in art practices. And following Donna Haraway's
visual metaphors, there are other gazes in the analysis of art that appeal to
certain diffractions, to what has been unseen and can now be focused on, new
optical lenses. These are situated, diverse gazes that seek conversation,
democratic practices of questioning, and collaborative thinking.
Rethinking the purpose of art is perhaps an essential object for a new stage in
art. Or, better yet, rethinking who, when and where art serves and for how long.
It is finding the coordinates of art by situating and locating art while maintaining
the links to groups. We could also ask ourselves what art is good for and how
does it help with social commitment. Does art make us feel better or be better?
One of the achievements of feminist methodology and epistemology has been
the deconstruction of knowledge, the cognitive process, the dissolution of the
separation of the cognitive binomials of knowledge/politics and private/public.
In other words, the creation of consensual objectivity has emerged. This
consensual objectivity is understood as knowledge situated in conversation, as
recognizing subjects as multiple interlocutors under construction, subject to a
continuous solid reflection. All without renouncing a project of social
emancipation.
The experience of women, of "the other", of decentered subjects, then becomes
a powerful artefact, an extraordinary tool for recognizing other perspectives that
shed new light and displace the autocratic axes of hegemonic knowledge in the
light of critical margins. These new points of view become liberating because
they give rise to the construction of multiple narratives (counter or micro) that
generate unique and valuable discourses for knowledge, science, and art.
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As Harding pointed out in her eight advantages of including women's
experience, certain dualisms that have been at the core of knowledge production
fall away. Western art, on which the basis of aesthetic criteria, is based on
dualities. The feminist point of view unveils, on the one hand, these dualities and,
on the other hand, adds new possibilities for addressing artistic creation, new
ways of thinking about it, and of carrying it out.
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

METHODOLOGY
Alma Porta Lledó

Introduction

This section details the methodology used in the design of the MAV Selfdiagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres.
Throughout the design process, we relied on the support of experts in the
cultural sector. We conducted extensive fieldwork to identify the key elements
necessary for implementing an intersectional gender perspective that is based
on equality and democratic culture in museums and art centres. Fundamentally,
we have worked with the evaluative approach of Theory-Based Evaluation
(Weiss, 1998; Funnell and Rogers, 2011; Chen, 1990; Ligero, 2017). This
approach allows us to understand, in a systematic way, the object - museums
and art centres - in order to create an evaluation.
Through meetings with MAV members and a focus group4 we collected the
principal concerns and information requirements that are needed to analyse the
current situation in museums and art centres. This information was transformed
into evaluation questions.
The gender perspective has been incorporated as a transversal axis, specified
in three fundamental criteria: Redistribution, Recognition, and Representation,
to which five complementary criteria have been added: Diversity, Autonomy,
Participation, Design Appropriateness, and Proximity. These criteria have been
advanced in the context and theoretical foundation of the self-diagnosis and
shed light on fundamental issues related to incorporating gender equality in
museums and art centres. In summary, we propose that the self-diagnostic
process be developed in the following phases: Initiation of the self-diagnosis;
Collection of data and information; Interpretation of the results; and, finally,

4

Sofía R. Bernis, Lidia Blanco, Lola Díaz Giménez-Blanco, Pilar V. de Foronda, Pilar Gonzalo, Almudena
Hernando, Marián López Fdz. Cao, María Luisa Martínez and Alma Porta Lledó.
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Planning. The process of intervention-action in the entity begins after the selfdiagnosis.

Methodology and Phases
In summary, the methodology used to design the self-diagnosis tool consisted
of the following phases (Bustelo and Ligero, 2017; original by Bustelo, Ligero
and Martínez):
1. Motivation for the evaluation and an analysis of the environment.
2. Definition of the evaluation unit; museums and art centres.
3. Choice of the evaluative approach.
4. Operationalization, definition of questions, evaluation criteria and indicators
and concretization in the evaluation matrix.
5. Design of data and information collection techniques or instruments.
First of all, some of the reasons and purposes detected for the need for a selfdiagnosis tool for museums and art centres are (Greene, 2007, in Ligero, 2017):
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•

•

•
•

Accountability: Assessments are necessary to inform the decision making of
the actors with decision-making capacity over the entity (e.g., executive
team, management, etc.).
Improvement: Evaluations are used to improve the entity and facilitate
organizational development, providing valuable information on its
performance.
Understanding: Evaluations are used to understand the entity’s program and
its practices in-depth and in context.
Social justice and equity: Evaluations are used to help the entity serve as an
agent for change towards equality.

Although the evaluation model proposed in this self-diagnosis tool can serve
various evaluation purposes, it works best when responding to improvement,
social justice, and equity. It has been designed to facilitate improvements in
museums and art centres, through the promotion of justice and gender equality.
Secondly, to define the evaluation unit - museums and art centres - the object
has been delimited (Ligero, 2017: 27). The objective has been to synthesize the
different aspects of the entity from a systemic perspective. That is, to
understand the entity as a whole, whose elements are interconnected (the
change in one produces alterations in another).

This information is condensed and synthesized graphically in a logic model.
Definition of logic model: "The logic model is a diagram or graphic
representation of the main elements of an intervention, organization or
institution. It attempts to capture the logic of the structural elements,
activities, processes and levels of results in such a way as to show the
linkages and causal relationships between them" (UN Women, 2011).

The proposal is that a logical model of its own and specific to the organization
be made at the beginning of each self-diagnosis process. As a suggestion, in
the following pages a generic logic model of a museum institution is presented
as a summarized scheme of the intervention that has served to unfold the lines
of inquiry of the self-diagnosis tool. When an entity begins a self-diagnosis
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process, there will be elements of the proposed logic model that will fit its
specific case and others that will not. The important thing is that an evaluation
exercise is carried out that allows us to capture the functioning of a specific
institution. As a proposal, the generic logic model of a museum or art centre, as
an organization, has been broken down into the following basic dimensions:

1. Structure. This is the relatively stable organization of different types of
structures and resources to achieve the goals of the intervention (Cohen
and Franco, 1993). Some elements of the structure are budget, space,
human resources, management model.
2. Processes. Processes are a sequence of activities that generate value
with respect to a given initial situation. Through work chains something is
produced, whether it is a product, a service, an orientation or a change in
the population (Ligero, 2017). We differentiate between different types of
processes, according to their function:
a. Strategic processes. They are related to the definition and control of
the organization's objectives, its planning and strategy. The
management team is directly involved in their management (ibid.).
These processes may be governance, the generation of alliances and
networks, or communication and dissemination.
b. Operational processes. These are the processes that allow the
development or deployment of the organization's planning and
strategy and add value for the public and directly impact on their
satisfaction (ibid.). For example, the process of exhibition of works or
the process of education and dynamization.
c. Support processes. These processes facilitate the development of
the activities that make up the key processes and generate added
value internally to the organization (ibid.). Examples of these
processes are the management of the work, administrative and
economic management, or the museum’s infrastructure maintenance.
3. Intermediate products. These establish the elements necessary for the
ultimate application of the institution's work for the public. Example:
activities, artworks, exhibition support materials, the exhibition discourse,
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etc. "It includes the products, capital goods and services resulting from
an intervention" (OECD, 2002).
4. Final products. These are composed of the changes that occur in the
entity in terms of effective gender equality. The intermediate products
mentioned above result from the institution's actions and establish the
necessary conditions for the final products or organizational changes and
transformations in relation to gender equality.

The scope of the self-diagnosis tool covers the structures, processes, and
products of an organization. Although the organization's ultimate goal for
engaging in the self-diagnosis process is to produce changes in people, the selfdiagnosis itself does not aim to know whether these changes are taking place.
Other more appropriate techniques such as questionnaires, interviews, focus
groups or discussion groups focused on changes in citizens or target
populations to learn about this aspect of the intervention. There are numerous
proposals in the cultural field that seek to determine the impact of cultural
institutions on citizens. If the organization wants to extend the scope of the selfdiagnosis process to changes in the public, some exciting proposals can be
consulted, such as the Arts Audience Experience Index (Radbourne et al., 2010).
The logic model includes an illustrated outline of the intended results and effects
on a cultural institution in generic terms. These are the set of likely short- and
medium-term changes or achieved by an intervention's outputs (OECD, 2002).
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Presentation of A Generic Logic Model for Museum Institutions

Thirdly, as a guide for the design of the self-diagnosis tool, an evaluative
approach of Theory-Based Assessment has been followed. This allows for an
in-depth understanding of the functioning of an organization. This approach
uses the drawn scheme or logic model as a guide for the inquiry.

Definition of evaluative approach: "Evaluative approaches refer to the different
models for designing an evaluation that also mark the possibilities of analysis
and use of its results" (Ligero, 2017: 61).

Fourth, the operational process consists of defining criteria, evaluation questions
and indicators. The information requirements for museums and art centres have
been transferred to the evaluation questions and standards. This way of
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proceeding facilitates a systematic evaluation process, which is the objective of
the self-diagnosis.

Definition of evaluation questions and criteria: "Evaluative questions include
an assessment of some aspect of the program [intervention or organization],
they are not descriptive inquiries, they establish what is to be assessed and,
therefore, define the final judgment to be made. These assessments are also
called evaluation criteria. [...] In this way, answering the questions is what
makes it possible to carry out the assessment exercise" (Ligero, 2017: 63).

The evaluation questions must always be evaluative and in accordance with the
conceptual criteria that come from the theoretical foundation. In this case, there
are three fundamental criteria and five complementary criteria.

Fundamental criteria
1. Redistribution. These criteria relate to the economic structure, the division
of labour and the feminization of some labour categories. They work
towards the achievement of socioeconomic equality (Fraser, 2006).
2. Recognition. Criteria that consider the symbolic nature and cultural value
associated with objects, concepts and constructions that are gendered.
They facilitate a process of symbolic deconstruction of masculinity and
the valuing other non-hegemonic constructions. They work to achieve
gender equity (Fraser, 2006).
3. Representation. Criteria related to visualization with political and social
consequences and vision politics (Haraway, 1991). These criteria are
related to redistribution to achieve recognition between women and men.
In the face of a historical situation of underrepresentation, it supposes the
overrepresentation of a group in power. The aim is to deconstruct the
hegemonic bourgeois western masculine imaginary. It works to avoid the
devaluation of gender and other social groups (Fraser, 2006).
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Complementary criteria
1. Diversity. These criteria allow for considering different needs of people
based on gender, sex, age, functional diversity, origin, culture, and social
status, among other factors. "The fact of not including it [diversity] causes
the appearance of spaces in which only one type of user is considered, a
universal whole, falsely neutral and inclusive. Universality leaves out any
activity and any person not framed in the "normality" of the dominant
experience (class, gender, sex, origin, and culture, etc.)" (Col-lectiu Punt
6, 2014).
2. Autonomy. "When people’s need for autonomy is not considered, spaces
are created that do not promote confidence because they are not
accessible to people with functional diversity or people with strollers or
shopping carts. These spaces convey a perception of insecurity so that
part of the population does not use them out of fear; spaces that by
design do not promote the autonomy of the elderly, dependents or
infants, who need a caregiver always by their side, a fact that curtails the
freedom of the caregiver and the cared for" (Col-lectiu Punt 6, 2014).
3. Participation. It focuses on the needs and demands of users and visitors
and the permeability of the museum or art centre to them. This also looks
the museum’s active work to incorporate users and visitors into the
different levels of planning.
4. Adequacy Criteria as Design. "It studies whether a gender analysis has
been carried out in the design, disaggregating data by sex, age, ethnicity
and socioeconomic group, and whether a realistic strategy to promote
gender equality is included" (Ligero et al., 2014).
5. Proximity. These criteria are understood as accessible locations and
obstacle-free pedestrian connectivity of spaces with daily facilities and
public transport stops so that all types of people can carry out daily
activities on foot with routes that link the different uses: "proximity is
necessary to be able to carry out daily activities effectively combining the
personal, productive, reproductive and community spheres" (Col-lectiu
Punt 6, 2014).
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The three fundamental criteria and the five complementary ones are transversal
axes for analysing and evaluating-diagnosing organizations in relation to the
gender variable, a fundamental analysis in any organization inserted in the
gender system.

Definition of the gender system: "Gender is the organizing principle of society and
is reflected in the existence of a gender system that structures and reinforces the
unequal relations between women and men (Thurén, 1993). This inequality is
manifested in the different social position and living conditions of women and men
and is reflected in spheres such as work (linked to production or reproduction,
paid or unpaid) and power (authority, access to resources, control, decisionmaking, etc.), among others. A system conveys the idea of interdependence,
gender categories are related concepts, one cannot talk about women without
talking about men and vice versa (Ward Hood and Casasaro, 2002: 30)" (Ligero
et al., 2014: 59).

Evaluation Matrix
The self-diagnosis tool has been organized into an evaluation matrix. This tool
links each evaluation question to the corresponding indicator. In addition, each
question is linked to a specific dimension of the logic model and to the three
fundamental criteria plus the five complementary ones.

Each evaluation question has been measured with at least one indicator, i.e. an
informative device to answer the evaluation question. The information collected
provides both quantitative and qualitative information. Below is an extract from
the evaluation matrix, which provides the following information: Identifier Code,
Criteria, Dimension and Sub-dimension of the logic model to which it is linked,
the Evaluation Question, the Indicator (together with its compliance standard)
and the Source from which the indicator is extracted. In addition, the compliance
standards have a score associated with them that indicates the desirable
situations.

(1: positive score), those to be avoided (-1: negative score), and neutral cases or
those in which the indicator is not applied (0: neutral score).
Finally, a questionnaire has been designed containing the formulation of all the
indicators of the evaluation matrix. It is recommended that it be used in the
development of a self-diagnosis tool, as it is more operational to answer the
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indicators in this way and can facilitate data collection. The evaluation matrix
also contains the technique-specific question detailed in the right column, i.e.
the formulation of each indicator in the questionnaire.

Evaluation Matrix. Example
CODE

CRITERIA

DIMENSION

SUBDIMENSION

EVALUATION
QUESTION

INDICATOR

STANDARD

SOURCE
ITEM

QUESTION
SPECIFIC
(QUESTIONNAIRE)

Prod
8

Representation

Products

Exhibitions
(individuals,
group, and
travelling
exhibitions)

Is women's
work
exhibited in a
meaningful
way?

Equal
number of
women and
men in
group
exhibitions.

(1) Equal
participation
of women
and men
(50-50%)
or higher
participation
of women.

Prepared
by the
authors.

During the period,
in the
group/thematic
exhibitions
how many women
and men have
participated?

(-1) Greater
participation
of men.

- Total number of
of group
exhibitions.
- No. of women
authors.
- No. of male
authors.
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

INDICATORS AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Alma Porta Lledó
Introduction

This section proposes a battery of indicators that, according to the methodology
previously described, gather together the key aspects of an institution’s overall
situation in the incorporation of gender equality.
This evaluation model combines two important aspects; the adaptation of the
model to each specific context and the need to find key common elements in
the operation of museums and art centres.
The indicators proposed in this section can be used to carry out the selfdiagnosis. In addition, indicators can be included that are specific to an
organization’s particular case and adapted to its context. Additional indicators
specific to the organization’s field can be identified using the reference
bibliography.
It is not usually possible to observe phenomena directly (for example, we cannot
observe equality). That is why we have to approach and understand such
phenomena through indications that relate to them indirectly: with the use of
indicators (Maggino, 2017). Although we cannot observe equality directly, we
can, for example, ascertain whether there is an equal representation in terms of
artistic production, according to the author’s gender.
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The definition of an indicator: it must be a measurable, observable, and
recordable variable that provides sufficient information to answer the evaluation
questions (Ligero, 2017): "indicators seek to get as close as possible to the
concept or criteria to be measured, although they often have to be satisfied by
reflecting the reality of parallel, similar or partial phenomena of the concept
sought, contributing to the evaluation with only an approximation" (ibid., 85).
How are indicators identified? According to Ligero et al. (2019), at least one
indicator should be defined for each evaluation question. However, there may
be several indicators, more or less direct, to answer the same question (ibid.).

Questions to correctly identify indicators:
1. Does the indicator clearly answer an evaluation question? An indicator
must always answer a previously formulated evaluation question. In other
words, it must add some relevant information to assess the object being
evaluated. If not, we will be dealing with a different type of activity (for
example, research) and it will not facilitate the evaluative self-diagnosis
exercise.
2. Is there a better system for approximating the concept to be analysed?
In most cases, there is no single best way to approximate a concept. The
different options must be evaluated and then an indicator formulated that
best suits both the theoretical concept to be measured and the practical
situation. It is also necessary to assess both the reliability of the data and
the means of obtaining it. Finally, the resources (time, economic
resources) used in the process must be evaluated.

Once the indicators or measurement systems have been defined, they can be
applied to the context of the museum or art centre through fieldwork. As an
instrument for collecting data and assessing the indicators, the questionnaire
can be used, in which each indicator is specified in the questions and in which
the answers to the questions are efficient and applicable. With regard to the
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temporal delimitation (time definitions), it is appropriate that, in the case of
indicators referring to a specific time period, they should be limited to the last
complete period. For example, if the current period is 2020, the last complete
period would be 2019.
Once the data has been collected through the questionnaire, the indicators are
analysed together with their measurement standards. This will provide
information about whether the data obtained is valued as positive or negative.
For example, a case in which women produce more than 40% of acquired works
would be a positive result. A lower percentage would be viewed as a negative
result.
In order to carry out the self-diagnosis process, we recommend designating
specific people to be responsible for the work along with clearly defined tasks.
It is also necessary to create a timetable for completing all of the fieldwork.
In addition to designating the individuals responsible for following up on the
entire process, it is recommended that a final data report be created from
information obtained in the process.

Definition of the data report: "The data report presents the different
data obtained from the different sources (qualitative and quantitative)
articulated through questions and indicators. The objective in this
phase is to narrate in detail what has occurred in each of the indicators,
questions, criteria or dimensions. In such a way that a complete and
organized view of the information can be obtained" (Ligero, 2019).

The data report can be organized according to the dimensions of the logic model
(products, processes and structure) and the evaluation criteria and questions. It
is of utmost importance that, through the analysed indicators, all the evaluation
questions posed at the beginning of the self-diagnosis are answered.
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Later on, in the results interpretation phase, the acquired data will shine light on
which aspects of the museum or art centre are functioning well in terms of
gender equality. It will also illuminate where the nodes or areas for improvement
are located, with a view towards planning.

Evaluation questions, Indicators and Measurement Systems
The following section is a battery of indicators and measurement systems,
organized according to the evaluation questions.

1. Does the museum/art centre acquire artworks produced by women?
Code: (Prod1).
Dimension: Products (artwork, objects and cultural goods acquired, collection).
Criteria: Representation/ Adequacy Criteria as Design (ACD).
Indicator: No. of works/objects/cultural goods acquired, by gender of
authorship.
Standard: Acquisition of 40% or more works by women, relative to men.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The percentage distribution of the artworks acquired by the institution, in relation
to artworks created by women versus those created by men, indicates the
importance of the representation of women as producers of culture and art in
museums. The number of acquisitions of artworks created by men is usually
much higher than those produced by women.
In Spain, in reference to the Organic Law 3/2007 for the Effective Equality
Between Women and Men, this would be an important point in the reversal of
the existing imbalance. It is also a fundamental issue in the social impact of the
institution.
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It is interesting to analyse the time trend of this indicator (annual, biannual or
quadrennial) to detect whether a gender imbalance responds to procurement
policies or to specific phenomena (in which case, it would be necessary to make
these explicit).

2. Is the economic value of artwork created by women and men valued equally?
Code: (Prod2).
Dimension: Products (artworks, objects and cultural goods acquired, collection).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Expenditure on acquired cultural artworks/objects/goods by gender
of authorship.
Standard: 40% or greater expenditure on artworks by women, relative to men.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Code: (Prod3).
Dimension: Products (artworks, objects and cultural goods acquired, collection).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Equal average expenditure on artworks created by women and men
(second level indicator, calculation is performed internally).
Standard: Equal average expenditure per artwork created by women compared
to those by men (close to 0% difference).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
According to a study by the University of Luxembourg (Adams et al., 2017), art
produced by women is sold for 47.6% less than that of their male counterparts.
The study took into account 1.5 million auction transactions in 45 countries.
The "gender discount" indicates that whether the art is produced by women or
by men is not an innocuous question for those who acquire art (private buyers,
public entities). Gender, in art production, induces a bias of undervaluation,
translated into economic terms through price.
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To reverse this situation, or at least a proportional equalization that complies
with the Organic Law 3/2007, effective equality between women and men is
required. Stated clearly, spending in the arts needs to equitable.
To calculate the average expenditure on artworks created by women and men,
and to assess whether this is equitable, it is necessary to know the number of
artworks, objects, and cultural goods acquired, by gender of authorship (Prod1)
and the expenditure on works, objects, and cultural goods acquired, by gender
of authorship (Prod2). If the expenditure averages are similar, the estimate will
be close to 0%.

3. Is the representation of artworks produced by women in the permanent
collection equitable to those produced by men?
Code: (Prod4).
Dimension: Products (work, objects and cultural goods acquired, collection).
Criteria: Representation/ Adequacy Criteria as Design (ACD).
Indicator: No. of works/objects/cultural goods held in the collection, by gender.
Standard: Equal or greater percentage of works by women compared to men. If
the data is not available, the indicator is not scored.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Equity, in this sense, implies the equal representation of the works and artistic
creations produced according to the gender of authorship. To this end, there
should be an equal or greater percentage of artworks produced by female artists
compared to their male counterparts.
In order to obtain this data, it is crucial for the institution to have a collection
database that includes the gender variable. Working on this indicator does not
mean that this information must be produced from scratch. In other words, it is
not necessary to compile the authorship of all the works in the collection if this
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information is not already available. This serves to introduce the Adequacy
Criteria of Design, which invites us to reflect on whether the necessary
information is available to promote gender equality in the institution's
collections, framed within a broader strategy for promoting equality.

4. Has the institution's collection been reviewed and/or revised from a gender
perspective?
Code: (Prod5).
Dimension: Products (artworks, objects and cultural goods acquired, collection).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Generation of changes as a result of the implementation of action(s)
to review, recover and revise the institution's collection from a gender
perspective.
Standard: Yes, actions have been taken to review the institution's collections
from a gender perspective.
Source: Dib am (2012).
The institution's permanent collection that is not exhibited also provides
information about the implementation of gender equality. Using a gender
perspective lens, it is essential to generate changes as a result of the
implementation of action or actions to review, recover and revise the existing
collection. It is especially interesting for museums and art centres to produce
new interpretations of existing and available works in the collection. This allows
for broader reflections on reality and on the actions and history of the institution.

5. Have the institution's archives been reviewed and/or updated from a gender
perspective?
Code: (Prod6).
Dimension: Products (Archive).
Criteria: Recognition.
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Indicator: Implementation of action(s) to review the institution's archives from a
gender perspective.
Standard: Yes, action or actions for revision have been implemented.
Source: Dibam (2012).
Following the logic of review and recovery, the institution's archives are also the
ideal space for a new approach to implementing of a gender perspective. Some
of the actions that can be carried out are the restoration, cataloguing, recovery
or digitization of archives.

6. Is the work created by women exhibited in a meaningful way? (I)
Code: (Prod7).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Equal number of solo exhibitions of women and men.
Standard: Equal participation of women and men, (50-50%) or greater
participation of women.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
It is of great relevance that the number of individual exhibitions authored by
women and men be as equal as possible to reverse an unequal situation and
make it symmetrical to the number of existing professionals.

7. Is the work created by women exhibited in a meaningful way? (II)
Code: (Prod8).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Equal number of women's and men's participation in
group exhibitions.
Standard: Equal participation of women and men.
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(50-50%) or greater participation of women.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In the same way that parity is assessed in individual exhibitions, this indicator
also assesses the equivalence of the work created by women and men in group
exhibitions. To this end, the objective is that the relative number of exhibitions
by gender should be as similar as possible.

8. Do the exhibits represent and question issues related to the collective
imagination and social conditions of women?
Code: (Prod9).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Number of exhibitions during the period that incorporate themes with
a gender perspective, with respect to the total number of exhibitions during the
period.
Standard: Minimum score of 3 in the index of themes with a gender perspective.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
This indicator seeks to elucidate whether the themes of the exhibitions
incorporate a gender perspective, either directly or indirectly.

A gender

perspective can be incorporated from an ethnographic, discursive or narrative
point of view. For this purpose, an index of topics with a gender perspective is
used. When referring to the themes incorporated in exhibitions, the index refers
to the following items:
1. Aspects of daily life and care activities.
2. Women's living situation and social conditions.
3. History and lives of outstanding women.
4. Make visible the gender roles assigned to men and women.
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5. Women carrying out tasks traditionally assigned to men or men carrying out
tasks traditionally assigned to women.

9. Are the exhibition spaces distributed, according to their importance, evenly
between women and men?
Code: (Prod10).
Dimension: Products (individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Equitable distribution of exhibition spaces. Use of main spaces.
Standard: Homogeneous (or positive for women) use of the main room or
medium-sized rooms.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The distribution of the exhibition spaces is also an indicator of the recognition
given to artworks. Main venues are associated with greater prestige, larger
budgets, and greater impact. The repeated programming of artists' exhibitions
in secondary venues, such as small exhibition spaces or common spaces, would
an indicate of an inequitable distribution of spaces.
To facilitate work on this indicator, one can think of the most recent exhibition
of a woman artist’s artwork, as well as the most recent exhibition of a man's
artwork.

10. Are the exhibition spaces evenly distributed, according to their importance,
between gender themes and general topics?
Code: (Prod11).
Dimension: Products (individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Equitable distribution of exhibition spaces. Use of main spaces.
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Standard: Homogeneous (or positive for gender themes) use of the main hall or
medium-sized spaces.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In museums and art centres in which most objects and cultural goods exhibited
are not associated with an author (museums of natural sciences, history,
prehistory or ethnography), this indicator can also be used by taking into account
the programming of exhibition spaces of gender-related exhibitions and general
thematic exhibitions. In order to facilitate the work on this indicator, it is possible
to think about which exhibition space is most often assigned to gender-related
exhibitions, compared to the allocation of spaces to exhibitions with a general
theme.

11. Is the duration of exhibitions evenly distributed between those of men and
women artists?
Code: (Prod12).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Equitable duration of exhibition time (no. of months).
Standard: Homogeneous (or positive for women) duration of individual
exhibitions.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
According to the artist's gender, the duration of exhibitions is also a critical factor
in the analysis of equality. To answer this indicator, we can examine the course
of most exhibitions by female artists compared to those by male artists.

12. Is the duration of exhibitions evenly distributed between those with genderrelated themes and those based on general topics?
Code: (Prod13).
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Dimension: Products (individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Equitable duration of exhibition time.
Standard: Homogeneous duration (or positive for gender-related themes).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
As shown in indicator Prod11, museums and art centres in which most objects
and cultural goods exhibited are not associated with an author (museums of
natural sciences, history, prehistory, or ethnography) can consider this indicator.
To respond to this indicator, it is possible to look at the length of time usually
given to exhibitions with gender-related themes compared to exhibitions with
general themes.

13. Do the exhibition themes reflect the diversity in society? (I)
Code: (Prod14).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Existence of programming about sexual orientation issues.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The gender perspective takes into account multiple types of discrimination. That
is, in addition to gender, there are other organizing principles of discrimination,
which, combined, give rise to situations of unequal distribution of power and
visibility. Some of the axes of discrimination are social class, ethnicity, and
sexual orientation.
This indicator assesses whether there have been initiatives, exhibitions or
itineraries focused on the reflection about sexual orientations or addresses the
visibility of diverse sexual orientations during the time period.
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14. Do the exhibition themes reflect the diversity in society? (II)
Code: (Prod15).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Existence of programming about gender identity issues.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another area of inequality to be taken into account is non-normative gender
identities. For example, during the time period there may have been specific
itineraries that make visible the struggle for the rights of transgender and
transsexual people.

15. Do the exhibition themes reflect the diversity in society? (III)
Code: (Prod16).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Existence of diverse programming in terms of origin, culture, ethnicity.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another key aspect of multiple discrimination is origin, culture, and ethnicity.
The work on this indicator will take consider whether, in the period analysed,
there has been programming aimed at understanding the migratory processes
of migrant women, the visibility of their social conditions, or the dissemination of
aspects of their identity. Likewise, other relevant lines of analysis are the
reflection and critical analysis of the processes of colonization and North-South.
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16. Do the exhibition themes reflect the diversity in society? (IV)
Code: (Prod17).
Dimension: Products (Individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Existence of diverse programming on issues of socioeconomic status
and social inequality.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The fourth axis of multiple discrimination is economic. This axis addresses
women's socioeconomic inequality. This indicator will take into account
whether, during the period analysed, initiatives, exhibitions or itineraries focused
on women’s economic conditions have been presented. Some examples are the
visibility of women’s responsibilities for their children as sole providers in singleparent families, their presence in low-paid professions or poverty living
conditions.

17. Does the programming question, critique and contribute to raising sensitivity
and awareness about inequality between men and women? (I)
Code: (Prod18).
Dimension: Products (individual and collective exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Development of specific proposals on gender-sensitive themes.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
A relevant issue is knowing if the programming includes activities, itineraries and
proposals for the visiting public that contribute to awareness of the multiple
aspects of gender discrimination (race, poverty, sexual orientation). These may
be new proposals or others related to the reorganization of the works, objects,
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and cultural goods, as long as they incorporate a gender perspective on the
exhibitions, works, or themes.

18. Does the programming question, critique and contribute to raising sensitivity
and awareness about inequality between men and women? (II)
Code: (Prod19).
Dimension: Products (individual and group exhibitions and itineraries).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Homogeneous frequency of the realization of specific itineraries on
gender-sensitive themes.
Standard: Monthly or weekly frequency.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In addition to implementing activities, specific tours and proposals for
awareness-raising and sensitivity about equality, it is important to note the
frequency of these actions. In order to consider their permeation in the entity, it
is possible to take into account the realization of itineraries on a regular, weekly,
or monthly basis as positive. It should also be taken into account if these
activities are limited to March 8th, International Women´s Day.

19. Is the visitor data collected categorized by gender?
Code: (Prod20).
Dimension: Outputs (Visitors).
Criteria: Adequacy Criteria as Design
Indicator: Actual collection of gender-disaggregated visitor information.
Standard: Yes (obtained through any of the channels).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Obtaining visitor data categorized by gender is key to the Adequacy Criteria as
Design. The information invites a reflection on whether the necessary information
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is available to promote gender equality. In the case of the public visiting a
museum or art centre, this information can be obtained through various means;
visitor registration, use surveys, satisfaction surveys, etc.
The last two involve extrapolating the data from a sample of people surveyed
relative to the total number of visitors in a given period. The first consists in
obtaining this data by registering the public on arrival at the museum. In this
case, it should be borne in mind that "they determine the sex and origin of the
people. If that it is not possible to talk to the people in question to define them,
it should be made clear that their appearance has defined it." (Col-lectiu Punt 6,
2014: 35).

20. Is there an equitable cultural participation by women and men?
Code: (Prod21).
Dimension: Products (Visitors).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: No. of visitors, by gender.
Standard: Equitable participation of women, men and other genders.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Obtaining data on cultural participation (attendance at the museum or art centre)
is vital for the programming of the museum or centre. Equitable cultural
participation implies that the different genders feel addressed by the museum or
art centre’s programming. Thus, the standard of compliance with the indicator
should be set at equitable percentages of attendance, according to gender
(women, men and other genders).
As a reference, in Spain, statistics can be consulted in the Survey of Cultural
Habits and Cultural Practices in Spain5. If information categorized by gender is
not obtained, the indicator would not be scored.

5

Available in CulturaBASE
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21. Does the museum /art centre attract vulnerable and marginalized groups? (I)
Code: (Prod22).
Dimension: Products (Visitors).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Carrying out activities in spaces or centres outside the institution.
Standard: Always (on a regular basis), quite a few times, sometimes.
Source: Prepared by the authors based on the Museums+Social Plan (MECD,
2015).
This indicator examines whether the museum is committed to all groups and
whether people in vulnerable situations feel that they belong in the museum. In
this way, the question asks: Do activities tend to be carried out in outside centres
or spaces for audiences that otherwise would not be able to or would have
severe difficulties in coming to the museum or centre?
Some examples could be the inmate and the ex-inmate population in reinsertion
programs; Mothers' Units, juvenile detention centres, residential renters, daycare centres (elderly and disabled) or women's shelters. The standard of
compliance would be that these activities in external centres or spaces are
carried out with a certain frequency, i.e., on a regularly (on a scale of never,
sometimes, quite often, and always).
Another important aspect to assess is whether the activities described are
monitored and evaluated. In addition to the mobility of the museum in these
spaces, other ways indicate the presence of vulnerable and marginalized
groups, not only as visitors but also as people who participate in the different
spheres of the institution. These are:
1. The normalization of the presence of people from these different
groups, including people with functional diversity, older people, and
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children, both among the visiting public and in the technical team of the
museum or art centre itself.
2. The presence in the curatorial, educational, marketing, etc., a team of
people with functional diversity and other conditions or attributes of
people at risk of social exclusion.

22. ¿Does the museum /art centre attract vulnerable and marginalized groups?
(II)
Code: (Prod23).
Dimension: Products (Visitors).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Existence of transportation or assistance grants available for groups
in need.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another good indicator to assess whether there exists a willingness on the part
of the museum or art centre to reach out to excluded groups is to verify the
existence or not of food or transportation grants to travel to the museum or
centre for people and groups that otherwise would not be able to visit or would
find it very difficult (for example, young people at risk of social exclusion who
live outside the city or far from the museum or centre).

23. Does the museum or centre attract people with sensory disabilities (visual or
hearing)?
Code: (Prod24).
Dimension: Products (Visitors).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Existence of specific initiatives adapted to people with sensory
disabilities.
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Standard: Yes.
Source: Museums+Social Plan (MECD, 2015).
The Museums+Social Plan (MECD, 2015) details different ways of adapting
museums and art centres to accommodate people with diverse abilities
adequately.
In this sense, the programming of workshops or visits adapted to people with
sensory disabilities (visual or hearing) shows the permeation in museum practice
of this strategic and practical positioning of openness to cultural participation.

24. Does the museum/centre attract people with intellectual disabilities?
Code: (Prod25).
Dimension: Products (Visitors).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Existence of specific initiatives adapted to people with intellectual
disabilities.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Museums+Social Plan (MECD, 2015).
In line with the previous indicator (Prod24), the existence of workshops or visits
adapted to people with intellectual disabilities is also a relevant issue in the
adaptation of the museum or art centre to the diversity of its visitors.

25. Do the exhibition support materials seek to deconstruct and challenge
gender roles?
Code: (Prod26).
Dimension: Products (Exhibition discourse).
Criteria: Recognition.
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Indicator: Incorporation of gender role-breaking aspects in exhibition support
materials.
Standard: Minimum score of 2 on the index of transformative support materials.
Source: Nochlin (1988), López Fdz. Cao (2013).
This indicator focuses on the items linked to the production of the exhibition
discourse or the symbolic and discursive-narrative position of the museum or
art centre, such as exhibition support materials.
These materials include various products: museographic material, catalogues,
guided tour scripts, audio guides, brochures, leaflets, triptychs, posters, signs,
etc. That is to say, all those supports that offer information to visitors about the
narrative discourse of the works, objects, or cultural goods of the museum or art
centre. These are the devices for the creation, reproduction and support of
certain imaginaries, and constructions of reality.
In this sense, there is a diversity of ways to produce supporting materials that
transform imagination. Women have already been traditionally inserted in
disruptive social positions due to the roles they have been assigned through the
gender system. The task, now, is to recognize and show their historically invisible
role. So that "it is possible, in fact, to propose new museum signage that
introduces women as active agents of culture: as creators, as patrons, as
donors, as elements of iconography that present an active participant in society,
politics, and history" (Instituto de Investigaciones Feministas, (Institute for
Feminist Research) 2014)6).
In order to respond to this indicator, the use of the following index of
transformative support materials is proposed. It includes the following items:
1. Visibilization of women in society, history and/or art.
6

Report of the R+D+i project "Study of museum collections from a gender perspective. The cases of The Museo del
Prado, Museo Reina Sofía, Museo Arqueológico Nacional and Museo del Traje" by The Instituto de Investigaciones
Feministas (UCM).
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2. Valorisation of women's work and reproductive work in society, history and
art.
3. Questioning the role of women in society, history and art.
4. Questioning the role of men society, in history and art.
In order to respond to this indicator, some of the exhibition brochures or leaflets
can be consulted, as well as an evaluation of the available visitor information
materials.

26. Does the expository discourse avoid reproducing gender roles?
Code: (Prod27).
Dimension: Products (Expository discourse).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Assessment of the weight given to the private lives of men and women
in relation to their work.
Standard: Equal or lower frequency for female artists compared to male artists.
Source: Nochlin (1988), in López Fdz. Cao (2013).
Another key aspect in the reproduction or change in gender roles is the weight
that private and public life has on female artists and how, in their case, private
life seems to condition and explain their artistic situation. Often, in the case of
female artists, there is a tendency to explain their public life and creative work
through their private life, such as family conditions, personal relationships, or
biography. This fact does not occur so much in the explanations offered in male
artists, whose work is not usually shown as conditioned or subordinated to other
issues unrelated to artistic creation. To respond to this indicator, both in the case
of female and male artists, the following question is posed: How often is
information about the artist's life added to the exhibition materials (catalogues,
posters, brochures, leaflets, triptychs, web information, etc.) to contextualize his
or her work, in each case? Such as, for example, family conditions, biography
or couple's situation.
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The standard of compliance would be an equal or lower frequency in the case
of female artists, compared to male artists, to reverse an unequal situation.

27. Does the museum or art centre’s exhibition discourse facilitate the
understanding of the works from a gender perspective?
Code: (Prod28).
Dimension: Products (Exhibition discourse).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Inclusion of critical discussion in support materials.
Standard: Minimum score of 4 on the index of understanding the work from a
gender perspective.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In addition to avoiding the reproduction of gender roles and providing tools for
their deconstruction, the exhibition discourse will also have the capacity to
facilitate the understanding of the artworks, objects, or cultural goods from a
gender perspective with its multiple intersecting variables. To respond to this
indicator, an index for understanding the work from a gender perspective is
proposed. The following items make up this index:
1. The materials question the absence of groups such as racialized
groups, ethnic groups, or other cultures. These groups are present in
society but invisible and undervalued (working women, impoverished
class, immigrants, refugees, etc.).
2. Included in exhibitions covering a historical period are analyses of the
social and political advances and setbacks from a gender perspective in
relation to women's rights.
3. They show the social conditions of different populations and collectives
and connect them with other relevant historical facts and social changes.
For example, they show the role of women in care and reproductive work
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and in social struggles and their contribution to educational, political, and
social development.
4. They facilitate the critical reading of historical works and connect them
with an analysis of the present. For example, a reading from a gender and
social equality perspective of works that represent images of sexual
violence, such as mythological abductions.
5. Provide open information about the work, object, or cultural property:
include the visiting public in critical questioning about the work and
encourage the interpretation of the work in terms of gender, power,
cultural, and class diversity.
6. The works are placed in relation to the historical context in which they
were made and the artist’s choice from their historical and socioeconomic
position- for example, misogynist constructions versus a social context
of the struggle for equality.
The standard of compliance would be a minimum score of 4 on the index,
out of a maximum of 6.

28. Do the communication and promotional materials use inclusive and nonsexist language?
Code: (Prod29).
Dimension: Products (Dissemination materials).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Use of non-sexist language in communication and promotional
materials.
Standard: No use of sexist language.
Source: Dibam (2012), Oxfam Intermon.
Another key and fundamental aspect of incorporating a gender perspective is
the use of inclusive language in all promotional materials such as the web,
videos,

social

media

publications,

posters,

and,

in

general,

in

all

communications (internal and external) of the museum or art centre. To respond
to this indicator, some of the brochures, leaflets, web, videos, social media
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publications, posters, etc., can be consulted to check some of the following
language:
1. Use of the masculine as generic (e.g., refer to "the artist,” as he or him).
2. Use of the masculine possessive pronoun as a default (e.g., his).
3. Use of professions in a biased way (e.g., male for “director”, female for
“cleaners”).
The use of inclusive and non-sexist language creates more egalitarian and nondiscriminatory realities. It begins to eliminate the "modest witness" from the
culture as a voice of male authority.

29. Do the architecture program and operations department (uses, maintenance,
reforms/renovations, etc.) take into account the co-responsibility between men
and women for care work?
Code: (Prod30).
Dimension: Products (Functional and accessible museum spaces).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Inclusion of co-responsibility and equality elements in the
infrastructure.
Standard: Minimum score of 2 on the index of co-responsibility elements.
Source: Dibam (2012), Col-lectiu Punt 6 (2014).
The architectural programs of a museum or art centre refer to both the built
infrastructure (spaces, physical elements) and the uses assigned to these
spaces. Traditionally, lactation, family care, and social co-responsibility uses of
the infrastructure destined for the public sphere have been excluded or hidden,
being relegated to the private sphere. One way to reverse this unequal situation
is to include gender-neutral spaces for care in the infrastructure.
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The inclusion of care in museums and art centres involves attending to the needs
of the people being cared for (due to age, illness or disability) and the caregivers,
traditionally women. A caregiving museum or art centre seeks to understand and
intervene, in an open manner, regarding the needs derived from caregiving.
In order to respond to this indicator, a co-responsibility elements index is
proposed, which integrates the following items:
1. Men's restrooms with Baby Change Facilities.
2. Childcare services.
3. Parallel children's activities included in the museum programming.
The standard of compliance would be a minimum score of 2 on the index, out of
a maximum of 3.

30. Do the architecture program and operations department take diversity into
account?
Code: (Prod31).
Dimension: Products (Functioning and accessible museum spaces).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Inclusion of diversity in the infrastructure.
Standard: Minimum score of 1 on the index of diversity elements.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another element to be taken into account from the architectural program is
diversity. The index of diversity elements is composed of the following elements,
and these can be inserted in the infrastructure of the museum or art centre:
1. Restrooms without gender identification.
2. Egalitarian pictograms (e.g., depicting men, women, or another gender in a
non-sexist manner or including boys and girls).
The standard of compliance would be a minimum score of 1 on the index, out of
a maximum of 2.
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31. Do the architecture program and operations department (uses, maintenance,
renovation/ refurbishment, etc.) take into account the autonomy of the different
audiences? (I)
Code: (Prod32).
Dimension: Products (Functioning and accessible museum spaces).
Criteria: Autonomy.
Indicator: Inclusion in the infrastructure of accessibility for people with physical
disabilities.
Standard: Score of 4 or 5 on a scale of 1-5 (maximum accessibility).
Source: Dibam (2012), Museums + Social Plan.
(MECD, 2015).
Another fundamental element to facilitate care from museums and art centres is
accessibility for people with physical disabilities to the infrastructure.
To respond to this indicator, the following question can be answered: To what
extent can a person with reduced mobility or physical disability make full use of
the space? Scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is "with great difficulty" and 5 is "with great
ease." When answering this question, the building’s accessibility should be
considered, along with other elements such as the availability of sufficient and
suitable benches or chairs, ramps with handrails, or spaced wheelchair paths.

32. Do the architectural structure and operations (uses, maintenance,
renovation, refurbishment, etc.) take into account the autonomy of the different
audiences? (II)
Code: (Prod33).
Dimension: Products (Functional and accessible museum spaces).
Criteria: Autonomy.
Indicator: Inclusion in the infrastructure of accessibility for people with sensory
disabilities (visual or hearing).
Standard: Yes.
Source: Museums+Social Plan (MECD, 2015).
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Some initiatives that take into account the autonomy of people with sensory
disabilities (visual or hearing) are tactile tours with texts in Braille, audio
descriptions, magnifiers, multimedia virtual guides, use of 3D materials and
original objects, and the installation of portable and wireless magnetic loops that
facilitate the accessibility of information for people with hearing aids or cochlear
implants.

33. Do the activities, events and workshops contribute, with consistency, to
raising sensitivity and awareness about inequality between men and women? (I)
Code: (Prod34).
Dimension: Products (Education).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: No. of educational activities (events, workshops, etc.) that raise
awareness about gender equality (in the selected period).
Standard: 25% or more of activities, events, workshops.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Everything that the museum or art centre does in education is fundamental for
raising awareness with the different target audiences about inequality between
women and men. Although it is paramount to be open to all audiences and to
address the majority population, according to the MECD (2015: 70), gender
education and the raising of awareness should especially focus on women,
children, young people, minorities, and immigrant groups that frequently suffer
multiple types of discrimination.

34. Do the activities, events and workshops contribute, with consistency, to
raising sensitivity and awareness about inequality between men and women? (II)
Code: (Prod35).
Dimension: Products (Education).
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Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Frequency of activities, events, awareness-raising workshops on
gender equality.
Standard: Monthly or weekly.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In addition to the museum or art centre being aware of the gender perspective
in its education and outreach work, it is vital that this not be limited only to
specific situations. This indicator seeks to encourage reflection on the frequency
of gender awareness-raising actions.
Positive compliance with this indicator will be achieved when this type of action
and programming is carried out regularly (monthly or weekly, depending on the
size of the museum or art centre). These activities mustn’t be limited to March
8th, International Women’s Day.

35. Does the museum/art centre have and use tools for receiving feedback from
the visiting public?
Code: (PE.Gov1)
Dimension: Strategic processes (Governance: Feedback).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Use of active forms of feedback.
Standard: Minimum score of 4 on the index of receiving feedback from the
visiting public.
Source: Radbourne (2010).
The use of active forms of receiving feedback from the public visiting a museum
or art centre is fundamental to assess the governance process of the institution
and its permeability for the target audiences.
According to Radbourne (2010: 307), "The audience is at the centre of cultural
production" and "where once the audience was seen primarily as passive
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(Boorsma, 2006; Wheeler, 2004), it is now recognized that the audience
contributes to the "co-creation of value" (Lusch & Vargo, cited in Etgar, 2008, p.
108) "7 (ibid., 309).
To assess this indicator, an index of feedback received by the visiting public is
introduced that integrates the following feedback reception paths:
1. Organization of workshops and activities about the museum or art centre’s
programming, with all the target groups, including underrepresented groups and
groups with functional or sensorial diversity.
2. Meetings or contacts with non-profit and activist associations or groups from
the third sector to define the agenda of the museum or centre.
3. Interviews or focus groups with the visiting public, including people with
functional diversity and underrepresented groups, women, etc.
4. Analysis of suggestions and complaints.
5. Open consultation with the public through social networks, communication
campaigns, web, blogs, and online forums.
6. Surveys of the visiting public.
7. Emails received from the visiting public.
The standard of compliance will be a minimum score of 4 on the index, out of a
maximum of 7.

36. Has the reception of feedback from the visiting public generated significant
changes in the organization?
Code: (PE.Gov2).
Dimension: Strategic processes (Governance: Feedback).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Generation of significant changes based on feedback.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
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To answer this indicator, in the case of receiving feedback from the visiting
public via the channels described in the previous indicator (PE.Gob1), the
following question can be asked: "Has the information received led to any new
initiatives, changes or reformulation of existing initiatives?”7 If significant
changes have been generated and these, in addition, are related to the inclusion
of gender equality in the institution, the indicator will show positive results.

37. Does the visiting public participate in the museum´s decision-making
process?
Code: (PE.Gov3).
Dimension: Strategic Processes (Governance: Feedback).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Involvement of the general public in decision-making about key
aspects of the museum policy.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another indication of the permeability of the institution's governance process is
whether the public is involved in crucial aspects of the museum’s decisionmaking process, both in its general orientation and on more specific issues that
directly affect the visiting public.

38. Is the general public’s reception of guided tours and itineraries evaluated
effectively?
Code: (PE.Gov4).
Dimension: Strategic Processes (Governance: Feedback).
Criteria: Participation.
Indicator: Effective evaluation of public reception of tours and guided tours.
Standard: Yes.
7

Translated from the original article.
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Source: Prepared by the authors.
An essential aspect of the governance process is carrying out evaluations of the
reception of itineraries and guided tours by the visiting public. This is a vital issue
for the design and programming of future actions.

39 Are strategic gender priorities taken into account in the creation of
partnerships and networks?
Code: (PE.Alianz)
Dimension: Strategic processes (Alliances and networks).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Collaboration with public bodies specialized in gender equality.
Standard: Yes.
Source: SEGIB (2016).
This indicator focuses on analysing the process of creating partnerships and
networks, as proposed by SEGIB (2016) and whether strategic gender priorities
are taken into account in the definition of synergies and participation in
collaborative networks with other organizations. This gives rise to the following
question: "Does the institution collaborate on an ongoing basis with public
bodies specialized in gender equality?"
Participation is understood as having a proactive role beyond the ceding of
spaces. For example, in Spain, the Women's Institute and other regional
organizations can considered.

40. Is the gender of the intended audience taken into account when planning
activities, events and workshops?
Code: (PO.Edu)
Dimension: Operational processes (Education and promotion).
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Criteria: Adequacy Criteria as Design.
Indicator: Adaptation of the schedules of activities, events and workshops to the
gender of the intended target audience.
Standard: Always, many times.
Source: Dibam (2012), SEGIB (2016).
This indicator focuses on analysing whether schedules and availability of the
target audience are taken into account when planning activities, workshops, and
events.
In terms of gender, this is an important issue since one approach or another will
be more appropriate depending on the target audience for an initiative. For
example, suppose the museum/art centre wants to hold a workshop on
deconstructing masculinities and is interested in having men among the
audience. In that case, they will have to think beforehand about the most
appropriate schedules and practical approaches to reach those audiences.
It is a matter of combining strategic needs and practical needs: while "practical
gender needs" emanate from the responsibilities and roles that both sexes have
in a given society (Espinosa, 2018), "strategic gender needs" are those that refer
to the situation of subordination of women with respect to men and derive from
the awareness of this situation and the possibility of changing it.
The design of activities to raise awareness about unequal gender relations needs
to consider strategic needs (such activities seek to reverse a certain situation)
while considering the practical needs and the daily dynamics assigned to each
role in the gender system.

41. Does the selection process for artistic residencies take into consideration a
gender perspective?
Code: (PO.ResArt)
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Dimension: Operational processes (Artistic residencies).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of gender experts in the evaluation commission of the
artistic residencies.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
If the museum or art centre has artistic residencies, this indicator will analyse
whether there is a gender expert among the members of the residency
evaluation committee.
This mechanism seeks to ensure the mainstreaming of a gender perspective in
the artistic production carried out in the institution, from the call to the selection
process.8

42. Have lines of research with a gender perspective been promoted?
Code: (Point)
Dimension: Operational processes (Research).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Significant number of areas of research with a gender perspective.
Standard: At least one line of research.
Source: Sandra Harding, in Marian López Fdz. Cao. (2014).
If the museum or art centre has a research program9 this indicator will focus on
the effective incorporation of the gender perspective in the development of lines
of research.
Following Sandra Harding (in Marian López Fdez. Cao, 2014), we can distinguish
between four lines of research from a gender perspective:

8
9

If no artistic residencies are available, the indicator will not be counted.
If no research programs are available, the indicator will not be counted.
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1. Historical research about forgotten women.
2. Social circumstances of women with the lowest participation in the field of art
and creation.
3. Art criticism and theory.
4. Construction of new inclusive artistic paradigms.
This indicator would be assessed as positive if the research program
incorporates at least one of the items proposed by Sandra Harding.

43. Do the decisions about the restoration of an artwork, object or cultural
heritage apply gender perspective criteria?
Code: (PA.Gest1).
Dimension: Support processes (Management of the work / heritage).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of gender criteria in the decision-making process about the
restauration of an artwork, object or cultural heritage.
Standard: Inclusion of gender as one of the criteria.
Source: Dibam (2012).
This indicator deals with the decision-making process regarding the value of a
cultural resource in relation to its use and production. In this case, we should
ask ourselves: What are the criteria used for prioritizing those assets that are to
be restored?
If the museum or art centre restores artworks, objects or cultural goods10 the
inclusion of gender as one of the decision criteria will be considered positive.
Other possible criteria include their state of conservation, artistic quality,
historical relevance or impact on the public.
Another possible avenue of inquiry is to assess whether there are also clear
gender criteria in cataloguing artworks, objects or cultural goods.

10

In the event these are not available, are not conserved or restored, the indicator will not be counted.
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44. Are there clear gender-sensitive criteria for the distribution of works in the
exhibition space?
Code: (PA.Gest2).
Dimension: Support processes (Management of the work / heritage).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Existence of gender-sensitive criteria for the distribution of the
artwork/objects in the exhibition space.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
It has been observed, especially in history, prehistory, archaeology or
ethnographic museums, that although knowledge about aspects of daily life
associated with the female gender is incorporated in the exhibits, these are given
a secondary space in relation to other information (such as, for example, hunting
or war, associated with the male gender). In the case of collective exhibitions
(with the participation of women and men), ethnographic, historical or prehistoric
exhibits is whether the arrangement of the works or objects in the exhibition hall
is done with gender-sensitive criteria. With a clear position and making visible
the daily life, domestic or reproductive work in central places.

45. Are there clear guidelines for the use of inclusive and non-sexist language?
Code: (PA.Gest3).
Dimension: Support processes (Management of the work / heritage).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of clear guidelines (manuals, protocols, memos, etc.) for the
use of inclusive and non-sexist language.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In order to incorporate non-sexist language, there must be a clear and useful
intent from the institution to do so. This policy for incorporating inclusive and
non-sexist language can be internal or from outside sources (from other
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institutions). Although previously (indicator Prod28) we focused on the effective
incorporation of inclusive and non-sexist language in communication and
dissemination materials, this indicator refers to the process of incorporation
within the institution.

46. Are there clear guidelines for the use of inclusive and non-sexist language?
Code: (PA.Gest4).
Dimension: Support processes (Management of the work / heritage).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Application of clear guidelines (manuals, protocols, memos, etc.) for
the use of inclusive and non-sexist language.
Standard: Always.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
This indicator reinforces the previous one (PA.Gest3). In addition to having clear
guidelines for incorporating inclusive and non-sexist language, these must be
effectively applied in practice.

47. Is there equal representation of women and men in the senior management
team?
Code: (E.Team1).
Dimension: Structure (senior management team).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Equitable number of women and men in the senior management team.
Standard: 50% or more women.
Source: Ligero et al. (2014).
This indicator calculates the equitable presence of women and men in the senior
management team as a tool to help effective compliance with Equality Law
3/2007.
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This requires that at least 50% of the team be composed of women.

48. Does the senior management team have an equitable employment situation,
according to gender? (I)
Code: (E.Team2).
Dimension: Structure (Senior management team).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Equitable work situation of the senior management team, according
to gender.
Standard: Equal dedication of women and men.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
For a work situation to be equitable, the workday or the time dedicated to
working by women and men who are part of the senior management team must
be the same.

49. Does the senior management team have an equitable employment situation,
according to gender? (II)
Code: (E.Team3).
Dimension: Structure (Management team).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Equal salary situation for women and men in the senior management
team: Base salary.
Standard: Equal basic salary for women and men.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
This indicator assesses whether there is an equitable distribution of the base
salary among the members of the senior management team, according to
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gender. To assess this indicator, in Spain11, the proportional ranges of SMI12
(INE) for 201913 (735.9/month, 12,600/year) can be used as a reference:
•

from 0 to 1: less than 12,600 euros per year.

•

1 to 2: between 12,601 and 25,200 euros per year.

•

from 2 to 3: between 25,201 and 37,800 euros per year.

•

from 3 to 4: between 37,801 and 50,400 euros per year.

•

from 4 to 5: between 50,401 and 63,000 euros per year.

•

from 5 to 6: between 63,001 and 75,600 euros per year.

•

from 6 to 7: between 75,601 and 88,200 euros per year.

•

from 7 to 8: between 88,201 and 100,800 euros per year.

•

More than 8: 100,801 euros or more.

50. Does the senior management team have an equitable employment situation,
according to gender? (III)
Code: (E.Team4).
Dimension: Structure (Senior management team).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Homogeneous salary situation of women and men in the senior
management team (production bonuses).
Standard: Equal frequency between women and men, higher frequency for
women.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another aspect to be taken into account regarding an equitable employment
situation in the management team is the frequency with which women and men
receive a bonus as a supplement to their base salary. For the indicator to be

11

To find comparable references in the case of other territories, the agencies responsible for labour statistics can be
consulted.
12
Minimum interprofessional wage.
13
These ranges should be updated in case of variation, according to the legislation in force during the period
analysed.
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positively met, this frequency must be equal for women and men in the
management team.
51. Has the senior management team received Gender Equality Training? (I)
Code: (E.Equipo5).
Dimension: Structure (Management team).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Gender training of the person occupying the position of director.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
This indicator assesses the gender equality training of the person in charge of
the management of the museum or art centre. Positive compliance with this
indicator will be considered when training in gender issues received (courses,
masters, workshops, courses, seminars, etc.) exceeds a total of 25 hours.

52. Has the senior management team received Gender Equality Training? (II)
Code: (E.Equipo6).
Dimension: Structure (Management team).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Gender training of the senior management team.
Standard: All, quite a few (people who make up the management team).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In addition to the previous indicator (E.Team5), it is important to know whether
the other senior management team members have received more than 25 hours
of training in gender and equality issues in the form of courses, master's
degrees, workshops, courses, seminars, etc.
The director will be excluded from this indicator. This information was included
in the previous indicator.
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53. Does the Board of Trustees have an equitable representation of women and
men?
Code: (E.Pat1).
Dimension: Structure (Board of Trustees).
Criteria: Representation.
Indicator: Equal number of women and men on the Board of Trustees.
Standard: 50% or more women.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
If there is a Board of Trustees in the organization structure of the museum or art
centre14 this indicator will focus on analysing whether its composition has an
equitable representation of women and men.

54. Is the Board of Trustees responsive to gender issues?
Code: (E.Pat2).
Dimension: Structure (Board of Trustees).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of gender experts in the composition of the Board of
Trustees.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
To ensure that the gender perspective is represented in the vision of the museum
or art centre, there must be an expert on gender issues on the Board of
Trustees.
An example of this practice, in Spain, is the National Culture Award. There is a
person with expertise in gender issues to ensure that a gender perspective is
present when evaluating the candidates. The purpose of this indicator is to
assess whether the actions of the Boards of Trustees (purchase, sale, and
transfer of works) are in line with the application of Equality Law 3/2007.

14

If there is no Board of Trustees, the indicator will not be counted.
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55. Is there a specific gender action plan or program?
Code: (E.Pol1).
Dimension: Structure (Explicit gender policy).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of gender equality action plans or programs.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
For a museum or art centre to work from a gender perspective, incorporating
gender equality action plans or programs in the institution itself is a priority.

56. Is there a meaningful evaluation process for the specific action plan or
program? (I)
Code: (E.Pol2).
Dimension: Structure (Explicit gender policy).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Meaningful evaluation of gender equality action plans or programs.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Another aspect to be assessed regarding gender-specific action plans or
programs is whether there is an evaluation process. This may be external or
internal, timely, quarterly, annual, etc.15

57. Is there a meaningful evaluation process for the specific action plan or
program? (II)
Code: (E.Pol3).
Dimension: Structure (Explicit gender policy).

15

If there is no gender-specific action plan or program, the indicator will not be counted.
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Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Changes or modifications made to the museum or art centre as a
result of evaluations.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In addition to evaluating the action plan or program, the impact this may have
on changing or modifying specific aspects of the museum or art centre should
also be assessed.16

58. Does the action plan or program have an allocated budget?
Code: (E.Pol4).
Dimension: Structure (Explicit gender policy).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Budget allocated to the action plan or program.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In line with the previous indicator (E.Pol3), and in line with some type of gender
equality action plan or program17 it is important that there is a designated budget
for its implementation. In the event that the action plan or program has an
assigned budget, the indicator would be positively met.

59. Does the action plan or program include worker training?
Code: (E.Pol5).
Dimension: Structure (Explicit gender policy).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Existence of specific action plans or programs that include gender
equality training for workers.
16
17

If there is no gender-specific action plan or program, the indicator will not be counted.
If there is no gender-specific action plan or program, the indicator will not be counted.
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Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In the case of the existence of a specific action plan or program on gender
equality

18

this indicator will be positively met if it includes training for museum

or art centre staff for 25 hours or more.

60. Are there transparent protocols in the acquisition policy of artworks, objects
or cultural goods? (I)
Code: (E.Adq1).
Dimension: Structure (Acquisition policy).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Existence of a formalized protocol in the acquisition policy for works.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
To comply with this indicator, it is necessary to have a formalized protocol in the
artwork acquisition policy, as a tool to comply with Article 26 of the Equality Law
3/2007, (in the case of Spain).
This protocol must be formalized in the sense that there are clear and previously
established criteria that show and guide the decision-making process of the
acquisition policy of works, objects, or cultural goods.

61. Are there transparent protocols in the acquisition policy of the artworks,
objects or cultural goods? (II)
Code: (E.Adq2).
Dimension: Structure (Acquisition policy).
Criteria: Redistribution.

18

If there is no gender-specific action plan or program, the indicator will not be counted.
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Indicator: Application of criteria relating to the social or contextual relevance of
the works historically and in the present, and the artistic importance of the artist
or their work (in addition to the criteria of the quality of the work).
Standard: Application of all four criteria.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
In the acquisition policy for artworks, objects, or cultural goods, it is crucial to
consider other social criteria and historical significance, in addition to the
application of the criteria of artistic quality.
Therefore, the standard for this indicator would consist in the application of the
following criteria in making acquisition decisions:
1. Criteria of social or contextual relevance of the work in its time historically.
2. Criteria of social or contextual relevance of the work in the present.
3. Artistic importance of the artist or their work, in their time and in the present.
4. Quality of the work.

62. Is the acquisition of works justified in a meaningful way?
Code: (E.Adq3).
Dimension: Structure (Procurement policy).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Existence of a meaningful justification (transparent, criteria-driven and
verifiable) for the acquisition of works.
Standard: Always.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The existence of this meaningful justification may be reflected in reports,
research, etc. that support the transparent and verifiable criteria for the reasons
for the acquisition of artworks, objects or cultural goods.
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63. Are lower status positions feminized in terms of salary and status and
primarily occupied by women?
Code: (E.HR1).
Dimension: Structure (HR).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Equal number of women and men in job categories.
Standard: None (feminized jobs).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The number of women and men in the job categories must be equal to avoid the
feminization of certain jobs associated with different salary and status
conditions. Examples of some of these positions are reception, maintenance, or
cleaning.
On the other hand, women tend to occupy part-time jobs to a greater extent
than men. These jobs have a more prominent presence in sub-sectors in which
subcontracting of services associated with greater precariousness and job
insecurity predominates.
For the indicator to be positively met, the standard would be that none of the
jobs are feminized jobs.

64. Does the museum or art centre staff have adequate gender equality training?
Code: (E.HR2).
Dimension: Structure (HR).
Criteria: Recognition.
Indicator: Assessment of training in gender equality of the staff.
Standard: Always.
Source: Prepared by the authors.
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Training in gender equality for curators, guides, educators and trainers, and staff
who facilitate activities and workshops is essential for mainstreaming the gender
perspective in the institution's work. This indicator contemplates that the
personnel dedicated to these tasks have received more than 25 hours of gender
equality training through Master’s programs, workshops, courses, seminars, etc.
Positive compliance with this indicator will consist of "always" having received
gender training.

65. Are the criteria for the hiring of personnel equitable?
Code: (E.HR3).
Dimension: Structure (HR).
Criteria: Redistribution.
Indicator: Greater proportion of personnel who have been recruited through
officially recognized channels that provide permanent contracts. In the case
Spain, through the official competitive examination process.
Standard: Many, quite a few (staff entering the institution).
Source: Prepared by the authors.
The predominance of short term contracts and service contracts in museums or
art centres instead of hiring through official channels such as competitive
examinations are often in contradiction with equitable access criteria. To answer
this indicator, the following question can be asked: "In general, of the new
personnel who have joined the institution, how many have come through official
hiring channels?

66. Is the museum or art centre located nearby the general population?
Code: (E.Esp1).
Dimension: Structure (Space).
Criteria: Proximity.
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Indicator: Proximity to public transport stops and/or easy walking distance
(maximum 10-minute walk from the urban centre).
Standard: Yes.
Source: Col-lectiu Punt 6 (2014).
Feminist urbanism proposes that urban spaces link and integrate the diversity
of uses and activities necessary for the development and sustainability of life. In
this sense, the museum’s proximity to the urban centre is a fundamental element
for the insertion of the museum in a daily network of facilities for the population.
To comply with this indicator, the cultural infrastructure must be pedestrianfriendly (located a maximum of a 10-minute walk from the urban centre).

67. Does the museum or art centre fit into the network of facilities accessible for
daily use in its surrounding environment?
Code: (E.Esp2).
Dimension: Structure (Space).
Criteria: Proximity.
Indicator: Existence of library, reading room, meeting rooms open to the public.
Standard: Yes.
Source: Col-lectiu Punt 6 (2014).
In the analysis of a daily use network of facilities, this indicator focuses on
assessing whether the museum or art centre has an effective insertion in its
immediate environment.
One approach to this idea is to know if there are facilities for daily use that are
indispensable for the development of everyday life in all stages of life. These are
spaces that improve people's quality of life and become places of reference for
a community. They generate coexistence, exchange, socialization, and mutual
aid. Some examples of these spaces are libraries, reading rooms, or meeting
rooms open to public use.
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68. Is the environment surrounding the museum or art centre safe for women?
Code: (E.Esp3).
Dimension: Structure (Space).
Criteria: Diversity.
Indicator: Existence of different uses of the space, outside the museum's
opening hours, in the area surrounding the infrastructure (participatory art
installations, recreational spaces, public services, stores, hotels).
Standard: Yes.
Source: Col-lectiu Punt 6 (2014).
The combination of diverse uses during the day and night and the conformation
of spaces that are not exclusively used during the centre’s opening hours are
fundamental elements for constructing safe spaces for women.
Some of the possible uses that can be located in the museum’s or art centre’s
surroundings are participatory art installations, recreational spaces, public
services, stores, and hotels.
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

THE INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Understanding How Equity Functions
Alma Porta Lledó

Introduction

In a given evaluative process, the interpretation of the data consists of the
integration of the accumulated data and information to allow for the
understanding or re-conceptualizing of the "reality" of the intervention (Ligero,
2017).

In this phase, the results and products are linked with processes

(implementation) and structural elements (resources). In this way, it is possible
to know and understand the causal chains of the intervention. Intervention, in
this case, refers to actions or elements that lead to the effective achievement of
results. It also clarifies what is working and what is not in order to establish the
keys for improvement in the planning process.
The outcome of this phase is an explanation (Ligero et al., 2014) of how
institution intervention contributes to creating gender equality and, at the same
time, a more democratic culture. The interpretation of the data can be carried
out as a group dynamic that integrates several key actors related to the
institution and the self-diagnosis process. Some key actors are the management
team, organization staff, third sector organizations and associations, general
public and visitors. The format will depend on the needs and framework of the
self-diagnosis. Below is a proposal for a group workshop, designed to be a tool
for the interpretation of the data obtained from the self-diagnosis process.
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WORKSHOP DESIGNED FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

FORMAT
TIME REQUIRED
PARTICIPANTS
MATERIALS
ORGANIZATION

DATA INTERPRETATION WORKSHOP
Group work
4-6 hours
Key actors related to the institution or to the selfdiagnosis process.
Data report, logic model.
A person responsible for preparing the materials, leading
the workshop and gathering the conclusions.

The main tools used for data interpretation are based on the work of Ligero
(2019) and in Grounded Theory19 from the field of Social Sciences. Once the data
and the information from the self-diagnosis have been collected, a data report
is prepared. The interpretation workshop is based on this document.
The main phases of the Data Interpretation Workshop are as follows:

First Phase: Organization of the information according to the logic model
framework of the self-diagnosis.
In this phase, all the information from the data report is transferred into graphs,
using the logic model. These graphs synthesize and illustrate the main aspects
of the museum or art centre. For interpretation, the data will be arranged in the
logic model according to their corresponding elements. For example, if data on
the governance process are available, they will be included in that section. In
this way, we will have a logic model based on the data obtained that includes all
of the relevant information.
The next step is to synthesize the information obtained to be easily readable and
see how the different elements are functioning. Symbols with positive or

19

Grounded Theory
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negative meanings can be incorporated, taking into account the standards of
the indicators included in the self-diagnosis. For example, a formulation could
be:
(+) for positive data
(-) for negative data
(=) for neutral or unchanged data.
Images or any iconography that helps to synthesize the data can also be
provided.
Second phase. Synthesis and interpretation
When all the information has been arranged in the logic model, the next step is
to narrate the causal sequences (Ligero, 2019) following the elements of the logic
model (products, processes, structure) and to look for connections between
them.
The methodology proposed in this self-diagnosis establishes a sequence of
analysis that looks at whether or not the intervention works and the reasons for
the results (Rogers et al., 2000; in Ligero, 2019).
To this end, the inquiry can be structured according to the following guidelines
(Ligero, 2019: 17):
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1)

Analysis of the theory of the program.
a. Are the desired outcomes being achieved?
b. Have the intermediate outcomes been achieved?
c. Is there a relationship between the different levels of outcomes
(final and intermediate)?

2)

Analysis of the theory of implementation
a. Have the processes been well executed?

3)

If there is a relationship between outcomes and processes?

4)

Are the results explained by the implementation of the processes?
a. Which processes explain each of the outcomes obtained
(positive and negative)?

5)

Analysis of the implementation structure.

6)

If the processes have not been properly executed, what are the
causes? Causes can be sought in the structural elements: Is there a
relationship between the structural elements and the processes?

7)

Global analysis: Theory of change or theory of action

8)

Check the existence of "causal" relationships between all the
dimensions of the intervention: structure, processes, outputs and
outcomes (in the case of the intervention), processes, results and
outcomes (if included in the self-diagnosis)

Some elements or questions that could help guide the interpretation of the
results of the self-diagnosis are the following:
•
•
•
•

Does the museum or art centre propose a democratic and critical reading
of the images, works, or cultural goods it exhibits?
Does it emphasize what the museum might lack?
Is the museum a dynamic place where deconstruction and the creation
of new imaginaries can exist?
Does it invite the questioning cultural hegemonies of class, gender, and
race?

To initiate interpretation in the group workshops, the following question can be
used:
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What should be done to make the final products positive? (in case they are
negative). Or, what is the explanation for the positive results of the end product?
At this point, it is not a question of generating recommendations but of roughly
identifying the causal mechanisms of success. This exercise consists of
narrating the sequence of links between the intervention elements in order to
explain the dynamics observed.
To evaluate whether an interpretation is valuable and concise, the following
questions should be asked:
•

Is it known why and if the incorporation of an intersectional gender
perspective works to create a democratic culture of equality in the
institution works?

•

If it does not work, is it known what is needed to make it work?

The synthesis of this interpretation can be presented in the format considered
most appropriate (text, image, diagram, graph, etc.). The design chosen should
show in a clear, complete, and sequential manner how the entity works.
Once the interpretation phase is completed, planning can begin (see next
section).
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MAV Self-diagnosis Tool for Equality in Museums and Art Centres

PLANNING FROM A GENDER PERSPECTIVE
A proactive look at museums and art centers.
Alma Porta Lledó

Introduction
Planning can begin once the gender equality situation of the museum or art
centre has been examined using the information gathered during the process of
interpretation of the results. The planning process consists of creating a
sequence of corrective measures and implementation procedures to lead to a
more inclusive and democratic culture. The application of corrective elements or
changes is inserted into a logical structure of continuous improvement. The selfdiagnosis makes it is possible to obtain an x-ray of the current situation of the
organization.
Next, the ideal model to be achieved, or overall goal, is described. The ideal is
then contrasted with the entity's reality. And finally, the corrective measures and
the means to achieve them are defined. Planning, in this case, will work as a
lever to produce change.
This section is a proposal for a workshop or group dynamic for planning in
relation to gender equality based on the self-diagnosis results.
In order to specify the changes and recommendations, it is important to foresee
how these will be identified (Ligero et al., 2019). Will the workshop only involve
the institution itself, or will external agents will also be involved? For example,
other institutions, third sector, visitors and users, and so on may be included in
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the process. The dynamics may vary depending on the agents involved,
although the planning phases remain the same.
Planning Workshop

The workshop is sequenced in four phases as shown below
WORKSHOP FOR THE INTERPRETACION DE DATOS
FORMAT

Group work

TIME

4 hours

PARTICIPANTS

Key actors related to the institution or to the selfdiagnostic process.

MATERIALS

Interpretation Workshop conclusions, the data report, and
the logic model.

ORGANIZATION

A person responsible for preparing the materials,
facilitating the workshop and collecting the conclusions is
required.

First Phase. SWOT
The SWOT or SWOT matrix summarizes of the information that allows us to
define and contextualize the situation in which the museum finds itself with
respect to the gender perspective based on four elements: Strengths,
Weaknesses, Threats, and Opportunities.
The workshop can start with a "brainstorming" (CIMAS Network, 2015) on key
aspects extracted from the self-diagnosis, which will be ordered:

Table 1. SWOT matrix.
Source: Prepared by the authors based on the SWOT
POSITIVE ASPECTS

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

INTERNAL ASPECTS

Strengths

Weaknesses

EXTERNAL ASPECTS

Opportunities

Threats
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The internal aspects include strengths (that need to be maintained) and
weaknesses (what needs to be compensated for).
External aspects define threats (that need to be faced) and opportunities (that
need to be taken advantage of). Threats are external aspects and may represent
a negative change for the museum. The opportunities represent those elements
that depend on external conditions beyond the institution's control -whose
intervention is beyond the institution's capacity, but which would imply an
important change for the museum or art centre.
Finally, a synthesis is made of the ideas in the SWOT, which will serve as a
common point of departure for the next phase.
Second phase. SPO_WRT
The SPO_WRT matrix adds an intermediate layer to the previous SWOT analysis.
This consists of the formulation of actions to be carried out by the organization
to change the elements identified in the SWOT as weaknesses, obstacles or
threats into favourable (CIMAS Network, 2015).
This second approach contributes to identifying intermediate aspects for
intervention initially (under the direct control of the museum or art centre) and
will initiate processes of change in the medium term. It is a dynamic and
pragmatic approach that includes time and also transforms static elements into
actionable elements.
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Table 1. SPO-WOT Matrix
Source: prepared by the authors based on Red Cimas (2015).
f

POSITIVE ASPECTS

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

INTERNAL ASPECTS

Strengths

Weaknesses

INTERMEDIATE
ASPECTS

POTENCIALS

OBSTACLES

EXTERNAL ASPECTS

Opportunities

Threats

This dynamic consists of a shift from a static vision of weaknesses and threats
to a more dynamic vision: reversing possible obstacles and developing
potentials.

Example:
Following the self-diagnosis process, it is

This can be done in different ways (defined

detected that the percentage distribution of

in the Self-diagnosis process and applied in

the institution's collection, according to

the following case study), both in exhibitions

artworks created by women and men,

and in other formats, for example, itineraries,

amounts to 70% of artwork produced by

tours or activities. Some of the key points of

men versus 30% of artwork produced by

these new proposals would be:

women.
1. To highlight and reflect upon the causes
In the short term, this situation is difficult to

of imbalances in the representation of

reverse, as it would require a reorientation or

women and men in the museum or art

an increase in the budget for acquisitions (a

center.

matter that may be beyond the institution's

2. To analyze and contextualize the absence

control), as well as the creation of

of artworks in social and political advances

mechanisms and protocols to prevent the

and setbacks from a gender and women's

reproduction of the current situation.

rights perspective.
3. To make known social conditions of
different populations and connect them with

It is estimated that these changes can be

other historical facts and relevant social

implemented in the medium to long term.

changes.
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But, in the meantime, by applying the SPO-

4. To facilitate the critical reading of the

WOT matrix, we can transform this

artworks and connect them with the analysis

weakness into a strength.

of current situations.

In this sense, we propose a review of the

5. Offer information about the artworks:

institution's collection in order to build new

include the visitor's interpretation and invite

exhibitions and exhibition discourses from a

them to question the artworks based on

gender perspective. In other words, we can

issues of gender, power, cultural and class

use the artwork we have available (mostly

diversity.

produced by male artists) to re-examine the
collection from a gender perspective and

6. Put the artworks in relation to the context

offer new approaches or perspectives on the

in which they were made and as a choice of

institution's collection.

the artist themselves from their historical and
socioeconomic position (for example,
misogynist constructions versus a social
context of the struggle for equality, etc.).

Following the example, through the SWOT matrix and with the dynamic
orientation provided by the SPO-WOT, in the short term, a weakness can be
transformed into a strength, which can lead to significant organizational changes
in the medium and long term.

Third phase. Synthesis, systematization, and translation into a plan.
After the SWOT and SPO-WOT analysis, the ideas are summarized and
collected. For example, the changes identified for implementation can be
formalized to a greater or lesser extent, for instance, into an action plan or
program. For an action plan to be realistic, decisions must be made for the
implementation of each action:
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•

Those responsible for implementation be identified: departments, teams,
individuals, etc.

•

Implementation deadlines.

•

Necessary resources: time, economic, and personnel resources.

•

Form of follow-up of the application and implementation.

Periodically, a self-diagnosis can be carried out again to review gender equality
in the entity.
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